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ABSTRACT 

This investigation is concerned with how children group objec ts 

and with the underlying rules they may use to c ategorize experience . 

The samp l e consisted of three hundred and twenty chi l dren with equa l 

numbers of boys and girls in each group of eighty, five , eight , ten 

and twe lve year olds . Subj ects were given two free s orting tasks 

using attribute blocks and an array of everyday obj ects . Verbal 

exp l anations wer e recorde d. Deve l opmenta l trends were sough t i n 

terms of the numbers of groups forme d (discrimination ), criteria 

chosen a s the basis for g·couping , nnd the potency of stimulus 

materia l a s a possible determinant of cri ter ia . The diffe rence s 

in logica l sor ting, pattern making and fi gura l arrangements were 

examined and a l so foun d to be age rather than sex related . Language 

responses showe d increasing sophistication in criterial choice ,rnd 

in the abi lity to exp l ain groupings. 

Highly significan t resu lts were obtained showing age related 

trends for a ll group s. Younger subj ects forme d more groups ,~ich 

they were l es s , ble to explain than older children . Younger 

children showed more r es ponses with partia l lo
0

i c and simple 

pairing of obj ects, and they a l so forme d groups on the basi s of 

perceptib l e (colour , shape , size ), while olde r chil<lren used more 

functiona l criteria (u se ). Older subjects s howe d greater stability 

in l ogical grouping and formed fewer groups , each with more objects . 

Attribute blocks evoked more geometr ic pictorial and pattern making 

in younger children than did array mater i a ls. Significance was 

not found for any of the independent variables except age. Thes e 

included sex, age , parental occupation, size of family, position in 

the family, pre-school and school attendance. 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION - SOME PERSPECTIVES IN CLASSIFICATION 

In investigating classification one is first concerned with how people 

group objects and then with the ways in which they categorize experience 

(Nixon 1971). Bruner (1966) defines a category as a rule for classify

ing objects as equivalent. He sees categorization as ordering and 

simplifying environmental complexity and r educing the necessity for con

stant learning. This permits us to see relationships and to make 

comparisons between classes of events, while at the same time it 

minimizes error, for it enables us to save time and energy in decision 

making. Sokal (1974) considers classification as the recognition of 

similarities in patterns of sensory input. 

The present investigation is concerned with children's classificatory 

and grouping behaviour within the area of cognitive psychology. A 

number of developmental investigations on the formation of class concepts 

have been conducted over the years. Simple sorting t ests have generally 

been employed with subjects required to match test materials or to freely 

sort them. Instructions are usually minimal to encourage free and 

spontaneous sorting. (See footnote.) 

Thompson (1941) administered Vygotsky, Weigl Colour-form, and other 

tests to children aged from six to eleven years. She found that the 

younger children tended to see no objects that belonged together or 

to class objects together in concrete situations. The present investigation 

disagreed with these findings since 90% of the five year old subjects 

produced grouped material which included groups with at least two objects 

as belonging together. Thompson also reported that the older subjects 

formed more categories on an abstract basis. She observed a definite 

qualitative and quantitative change in the ability to handle abstractions 

between the age range of six to eight years and nine to eleven years. 

Footnote: 
A wide range of relevant research literature also emanates from clinical 
psychology, perceptual studies, behaviour and learning theory. Readers 
who are concerned with these aspects of classification are referred to 
the bibliography and to Appendix 2. 
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Reichard, Sneider & Rapaport (1944) tested 234 children aged between 

four and fourteen using Weigl's colour-fonn test. They noted three 

levels in the development of class concept linked with age. The first 

"concretistic" stage gave way to a functional stage at between eight 

and nine years when children demonstrated consistent classification 

based mainly on use. More mature conceptual classification developed 

at about eleven years of age . The present study (TABLE VIII) shows 

that object sorting (arrays) responses have increased from 3% in five 

year olds to 18% in eight year olds. It agrees also with the tendency 

to more mature conceptual classification in twelve year olds here 

demonstrated in their explanation of groups. Similar findings were 

noted by Sigel (1953). Sixty children aged seven, nine and eleven 

were required to sort arrays of environmental materials and pictures. 

Here chronological age, social class and mental ability were controlled. 

Explanations were required and the tester took account both of perceptual 

and linguistic response to the tasks. Sigel reported that younger 

children were more closely tied to the perceptual cues of the stimulus 

material . Subj ec ts showed an increase in higher or conc eptual classific

ation and less dependence on earlier perceptual or mixed groupings with 

increased age. A notable feature of these tests was the amount of 

individual variation found within groups . More recently Nelson (1974) 

studying the natural language categories of five and eight year old 

children found that age changes appeared to be related to increasing 

articulation and hierarchical expansion of c a tegories, and that both 

ages showed reliance on functional definition. 

Annett (1959) studied 303 children aged between five and eleven years, 

and forty-two adults between eighteen and seventy-three years. Tests 

consisted of sorting sixteen cards depicting cormnon environmental objects, 

and explanations were recorded. Annett isolated three developmental 

categories. (a) "Contiguity", in which objects are directly related 

as "going together". (b) "Similarities", in which objects are 

classified on the basis of shared similarities, and (c) "class name", 

which includes such generic terms as "household objects". Annett obtained 

over 200 different combinations of cards, half of which were unique. 
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While each type of sorting was present within each group, sortings 

showed a clear change in so far as the number of combinations reduced 

as age increased. While Annett's study demonstrated a progression in 

the development of logical thinking with age, some older adults 

resembled younger children in giving more enumeration and contiguity 

responses. This finding is in keeping with that of Denney (1972). 

Many children and adults used more than one method of explanation. 

Annett suggests that people may vary in the developmental stage reached, 

and that individuals may not develop all conceptual stages simultaneously. 

Evidence for this was also found by Lovell (1961) in classificatory tests 

where primary school and E.S.N. children were tested, each child r eceiving 

the full complement of five tests. Ste iner (1975) also argues for less 

stage-age explanation for these t a sks. 

Vygotsky (1962) used blocks with letter symbols to study l anguage and 

concept development. Each subject was given two sets of stimuli and 

some 300 children, adolescents and adults were tested. Vy gotsky 

describes three basic phases, each divided into several stages of 

concept development. Firstly, the young child perceptually forms 

"syncr-etic heaps" with groupings at random or through contiguity in 

space. In the next "complexive" phase, the child no longer mistakes 

connections between his own impressions for connections between things, 

groups are now formed on the basis of shared similarities of attributes 

and the bonds between the components are concrete and factual. Objects 

are grouped on the basis of their participation in the same practical 

operation, or on their function. Diverse objects such as cups, saucers, 

plates= dishes. Hats, singlets, jumpers, socks= clothes. 

Complexive thinking is made up of chain complexes, fluid complexes and 

pseudo complexes, all of which lack grouping consistency. In chain 

complexes"••• an object included because of one of its attributes 

enters the complex not just as a carrier of that one trait but as an 

individual, with all of its attributes. Thus the single trait is not 

abstracted by the child from the rest". (P.64) Pseudo concepts 

develop next which lack the criteria of true logical grouping. 
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The final phase cited by Vygotsky is that of the true concept which 

begins to develop during adolescence when the primitive syncretic and 

complex forms of thinking gradually subside and true abstract thinking 

emerges. The conventional superordinate category emerges governed by 

logical (syntactical rules). Words enable us to abstract, synthesize 

and symbolize concepts. Vygotsky's theoretical construct is based 

on linguistic meaning. 

Denney (1972a) attempted to replicate Vygotsky's tests but she was 

unable to observe developmental stages similar to those described by 

Vygotsky. Vygotsky's work is of particular interest because of his 

descriptions of syncretic heaps and chaining complexes which resemble 

grouping behaviour observed in this investigation. Why we may ask, 

did Denney achieve such inconclusive results in her replication study? 

The present investigation clearly showed examples of complexive sorting 

despite the use of different stimulus blocks. 

Like Vygotsky, Bruner regards cognitive development as emphases rather 

than stages. 

Bruner & Olver (1963), investigated equivalence formation in their 

research into concept formation and grouping strategies. The stimuli 

used in these experiments were card illustrations of a variety of 

familiar objects including such things as fruit and musical instruments. 

Bruner also described developmental sequences in his subjects, and 

established rules for grouping. "Firstly, the subject selects only a 

fraction of the properties available for grouping, and this achieves 

a reduction in load. Thus we may group oranges, apples, pears and 

bananas as fruit, while ignoring such attributes as colour, shape, or 

keeping quality. Such groupings always involve less than the sum of 

the discernible elements. The second grouping rule has the property 

of being generalizable, so that if more of the group were known, know

ledge of the grouping rule would still permit one to regenerate the 

elements by relating them to prior known groupings. But simplicity and 
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reproducibility are not the only goals of the grouping process. Others 

include providing a basis for categorizing future objects and events 

relating previously established concepts, and moving ahead to new levels 

of conceptual activity". 

More recently Muyunder (1974) studied coding of random patterns in 

six and nine year old children and Bruner & Olver (1963) showed that 

imaginal systems worked better than verbal ones for spatial and 

shape organization of patterns. 

Work in the development of equivalence formation was followed by an 

array of experiments designed to investigate cognitive growth. Bruner 

& Olver (1963) investigated changes in grouping from childhood to adult

hood, which are produced by changes in the rules by which data from 

the world is transformed and organized. In experiments carried out 

to test the hypothesis of change, children of various age s were given 

diverse arrays of items presented sequentially but in a form progressively 

more diverse. The results indicated such equivalence grouping shows a 

gradual transition "from the association of items into complexive 

structures on the basis of diverse characteristics to the unification 

of items into superordinate structures based on a common characteristic 

the young child deals with the single characteristic or impression that 

is most vivid at the moment, usually a perceptible attribute of the object. 

Next the child develops a common attribute in terms of himself - how he 

can act upon the objects. Later the child places himself in a reciprocal 

relation to the objects (decentralization occurs)". 

Olver & Rigney (1966) traced the development of equivalence in sixty 

subjects aged six, nine, eleven, thirteen, fifteen and eighteen years. 

They maintain that with enactive representation equivalence is based on 

a common rule in some action, while equivalence with Ikonic representation 

is more likely to be accomplished by grouping items according to perceptual 

kinship or likeness. With the achievement of symbolic representation, 

equivalence is expected to be governed by grammatical rules. Olver & 

Rigney reconsidered the issue of syntax equivalence raised by Vygotsky's 
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experiments. They distinguished three general groupings. Groupings 

are formed on the basis of perceptible attributes (colour, shape, size), 

functional attributes (i.e. by use), affective attributes (by emotional 

response), and linguistic convention (from an existing language term). 

Different grouping strategies emerged. Superordinate concept formation 

occurs where items are grouped on the basis of one or more attributes 

common to th em all, i.e. ttthey all made a noise". Complex formation is 

characterized by construction on the basis of several different attributes, 

none of which need be common to all items in the group. Finally, thema tic 

groupings occur, and here construction is on the basis of several 

different attributes, there is co-occurr ence of the items in a story or 

theme. 

Degrees of inclusiveness in groupings were observed. Firstly, grouping 

was specific to each item. Next, some limited inclusion occurred, which 

yielded information about some members of the group, and which could 

be extended to meet new situations. Finally, fully inclusive grouping 

occurred which applied to all members of the groups. 

The use of language was observed where nouns, verbs, adjectives etc. 

were used in forming groups. The linguistic framework was related 

directly to Bruner's taxonomy of perceptible, functional and affective 

bases. They concluded that with younger children, complex formation 

groups occurred where language was concerned with the perceptible 

properties of objects. Where superordinate groups were produced, the 

functional mode operated. Older children showed an increasing tendency 

for both complexes and superordinate complexes to be formed by the 

use of language in the functional mode. The shift from concentration 

on surface perceptible properties to the more embracing functional 

properties would seem to make possible the development of more efficient 

and simpler grouping strategies. Why, one may ask, did the present 

study show so few affective responses and thematic groupings when the 

rest of the findings agreed with those of Olver & Rigney? 
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Nelson (1974) studied the composition of natural language categories 

in five and eight year old children. Age changes occurred primarily as 

an increase in the number of responses given, and these appeared to be 

related to the increasing articulation and hierarchical expansion of 

categories. Both ages showed reliance on functional definitions of 

category memberships. What proportion of perceptible functional responses 

are to be found in five, eight, ten and twelve year old children in the 

present study? 

Piaget bases his work on biological and logico-mathematical operations 

which he cons ider s as models of cognitive structure, and he maintains 

that true classifica tion involves operational understanding of the logic 

of classes as revealed i n children's handling of hierarchical class 

structures. Psychologically, an operation can be described as an 

action which can be internalized and which is reversible. 

Piage t made use of certain structures, notably the group, the lattice, 

and certain algebraic and topological structures. "Thus if Piaget 

says that classificatory behaviour of an eight year old demonstrates 

the presence of logical class addition, he means that children can 

demonstrate the same formal properties possessed by the logico-algebraic 

model i.e. reversibility, associativity, composition, tautology etc. 

He infers from the child's behaviour in classifying that the child's 

cognitive structure has similar properties". Flavell (1969) P. 169. 

Inhelder & Piaget (1964) describe the results of a number of tes~with 

2159 children in which they used sorting and other test methods to 

study the operations of classification and seriation. Inhelder & Piaget 

(1964) describe three main stages in the development of classification. 

(1) Graphic collections as a first attempt to synthesize intension 

and extension. (2) Non-graphic collections as an additive classificatory 

structure. (3) Class inclusion and hierarchical classifications. 

In describing graphic collections Piaget lists several phases which tend 

to overlap and which do not always appear in the same sequence. Firstly, 
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alignments, which are usually linear arrangements and may be continuous 

or discontinuous in their criteria. Do the alignments described by 

Piaget seem to resemble Vygotsky's "chain complexes"? Some of the 

arrangements observed in the present investigation seem to indicate that 

they do. e.g. Figures 19a and 19b. Next "collective objects " are 

described as two or three dimensional arrangements again with 

fluctuating criteria, and finally "complex objects", grouping based 

on genetical or situational content. The se resemble some of the 

figural arrangements in the present study. Denney (1972a, 1972b) 

failed to replicate the work of Inhelder & Piaget in demonstrating 

alignments and other phases of non-gr aph ic collections. At this stage, 

although the child may sometimes begin by sorting objects which are 

alike by putting them together one at a time on the basis of resemblance, 

he seems to have no r ecognition of the whole set . (See Figures 14a and 

14b). Spatial proximity and other perceptual cues such as colour 

influence the arrangement at this stage. Grouping is still so unstable 

that although sorting by similarity of attributes may occur, logic is 

soon destroyed by the inclusion of a non-class. 

Inhelder & Piage t's second phase in the development of classification 

is that of "non-graphic collections" in which objects are grouped by 

similarity alone. Four kinds of non-graphic collections are described. 

(a) A number of different groups are assembled, each on the basis of 

different criteria but which do not incl ud e all the blocks. These 

were observed in only one case in the present study (Figure 20) . 

(b) Groups are again based on different criteria but here all the 

stimulus material is included. (c) All blocks are assembled into 

groups based on the same criterion. (d) Finally all groups are based 

on the same criterion and then further subdivided according to the 

same second criterion. Many instances of these kinds of sortings 

appeared in the present study but they occurred with considerable 

variation across ages. Although the child at this stage forms groups 

of objects on a similarity of attributes basis and tries to form groups 

within groups, the principle of class inclusion is not yet fully 

established. Children's groupings fail to fulfil the criterion of 
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classes at this stage because they lack the properties of comprehension 

and extension. 

The child's ability to coordinate comprehension and extension, and 

h ence to classify, depends upon t h e control of logical quantifi ers 

"the", "some" and "all". i.e. All A are B, but only some Bare A. 

A++ A'= B provided A' is not an empty class. 

Although the child may ind e ed recognize that the subclass A is include d 

in class B, he c annot recogni ze that A= B - A' and keep this A-B 

re lation f i rmly in mind ac r oss all manner of changes including spa ti a l 

distr ibution of cl a ss and subcl ass. 

The act of ca t egori za tion results in the grouping of objects according 

to one or more of the attr ibute s which they have in common. Such 

group ing underlies the fo rmation of clas s es. The deve lopment of the 

conc ept of cl ass occupies a c entral position in Piaget's accounts of 

the deve lopment of logical thinking in middle childhood, since ma thematica l 

r eas oning also cons ists of r easoning about classes and class membership. 

Inhelder wr ites, "The affective operation of the child's concrete think

i ng and of the fo rma l thinking of the adolescent constitute among 

thems e lve s clo sed systems of which the most important characteristic is 

their reversibility ••• Piaget distinguishes t wo forms of r ev ersibility: 

inve rsion (nega tion) and r eciprocity. At the l evel of concre te l og ical 

thought, negation applies to the classificatory operations, and reciprocity 

to those involving relations. While the thinking child of less than 

six years (in Switzerland at least) is still characterized by the abs ence 

of reversibility, from six to eleven years the child can already achieve 

in given situations, one or other, but not both, of these forms of 

reversibility". Furth (1969) P. 261. 

A recent paper by Keating (1975) asks if the development of formal 

operations in fifth and seventh grade children is related to measured 

intelligence? He suggests a relationship between precocity in attaining 

formal operational thinking and high intelligence scores. 
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II Those more able adolescents who come to handle formal and pro-

positional operations use the two forms of reversibility simultaneously. 

These two sets of operations form an unitary system which corresponds to 

the model of the four transformations (I.R.N . C.) described by Piaget . 

I = 

R = 

Identity 

Reciprocity 

N = 

C = 

Negation 

Correlation 

NR = 

CN 

C;CR = N 

R;NRC = I 

This double reversibility confers a high degree of mobility and 

coherence upon formal thought". (ibid) Taylor (1971) criticizes the 

I.N.R.C. group lattice structure. 

At the formal operations stage somewhere from eleven years onwards, 

the child is able to cope with hierarchical classification . With the 

development of the capacity to manipu late hierarchical ordering, the 

young person can now see a problem as a who le and see a multip licity 

of viewpoints. His thinking is now "mob ile", symbolic, and largely 

freed from perception. He can grasp and use several criteria for 

classification which enables him to formulate and systemmatically test 

hypotheses, and he is capable of understanding the calculus of 

propositions and of performing s econd order operations in logic. 

Lovell et al (1961) repeated seven of Piaget's classification and three 

number experimen ts. These investigations were carried out in two parts 

and involved groups of fifty primary school children and varying numbers 

of E.S.N. pupils aged between nine and fifteen years, All subjects 

received each of the tests. Children in stage I showed no consistency 

in their actions and were unable to see and plan the next step 

(a finding in keeping with the present study). At stage II the 

beginning of a construction seemed to be remembered. Lovell's results 

confirmed the view of Piaget & Inhelder in the ability to achieve 

stage III (operational ability is achieved by primary school children 

at about the same time in addition of classes, multiplication of classes, 

visual seriation and multiple asymmetrical transitive relationships). 

Macnamara (1975) argues however, that Piaget's account of how children 

develop an understanding of number is erroneous. He contends that number 
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bears only an accidental relationship to a system for classifying 

objects and states also that seriation cannot serve as the basis for 

discriminating objects. Brainerd (1973) also challenged Piaget's 

findings since his own research indicated that transitivity was found 

to emerge before class inclusion. 

From his second series of experiments, Lovell found that E.S.N. 

pupils differed in perceptua l mode from other primary school children. 

This seemed to suggest that simple classificatory tasks do not greatly 

depend on l anguage . The equivalence findings of Bruner et al (19 66 ) 

in his studies of Mexican and Eskimo children with and withou t schoo l

ing, also sugges t that the language and environmental training may have 

their affect on the perceptual and cognitive mode adopted by different 

groups. 

Dodwell (19 68 ), investigated classification behaviour using the mode l 

and app lying scalar techniques, his findings were however inconclusive . 

Other studies which have reinvestigated as pects of Piaget's classification 

work are those of Wohlwill (1968), Sigel (1971), Wohlwill & Lowe (1972), 

Brainerd (1974), Denney (1972b and Nixon (1971) (1973). Recently also 

Ahr & Youniss (1970) & Kahl et al (1974), Sheppard (1973) and Talensky 

(1974), investigated some facets of training and t es t procedures in 

classification and Drummond et al (1973) the issue of age and class 

inclusion. These various investigations have helped to demarcate the 

parameters of the theory, but despite the criticisms of methodology and 

stage theory, Piagetian descriptions of the sequence in stages of 

cognitive growth have withstood the barrage of research. 

Several studies have appeared which seek to establish connections between 

grouping behaviour and cognitive style. Initial work in the area con

sisted of block-sorting Gardner (1953),card-matching Bruner & Tajfel (1961) 

Kagan (1963), and category width paper and pencil tests Pettigrew (1958). 

More recent work has centred around classification and cognitive -

impulsivity Bjorklunk & Butler (1973), reflection-impulsivity and 
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logical classification, Panckhurst (1971), and problem solving strategies 

in reflective-impulsive children Ault (1973), Sigel & Kilberg (1973), 

Weiner & Berzonsky (1975). 

Gardner & Schoen (1962) established a possible link between the 

function of few groups on an object sorting test (broad categorization) 

and creativity. Connections were sought between breadth of categorization 

and conceptual style. Kagan et al (1960) desi gna ted styles as being 

descriptive, categorical-inferential, and relational or as analytical 

and r e lationa l. A chi ld with analytic cognitive style was found to 

group stimuli according to their similarities, whereas one demonstrating 

a non-analytic approach might grasp the same set of figures by affective 

criteria, "Those I like". With age, analy tic response s tend to increase 

and relational to decrease. Analytic thinkers differentiate the 

stimulus environment and are better ab le to separate relevant from 

irrelevant fields. Non- ana l ytic children are foun d to be more "field

dependen t", more impulsive and more susceptible to immediate perceptual 

experiences. Witken et al (1962). 

Wallach & Kogan (1965) asked what correlationships migh t exist between 

the various categorizing and conceptualizing tasks. They found that 

correlations were general ly low. They also found that conceptual style 

indices derived from object sorting revealed a significant sex difference 

in descriptive response. Witkin et al (1962) a lso demonstrated the 

consistent tendency of boys to analytic functioning in conceptualizing 

and not gir ls. Wallach & Kogan (1965) obtained a relationship between 

category breadth and creativity for girls but not for boys. Wallach 

& Kogan treat categorization as a problem in preference for narrow 

versus broad categories, and conceptualization as a matter of structural 

characteristics of the concepts employed when grouping or integrating 

diverse arrays of stimuli. 

More recently, Panckhurst (1971) used matching-figure classification 

tests to study reflection-impulsivity in girls, which relates to 

Kagan's relational, analytic-descriptive, and inferential-categorical 
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cognitive style dimensions. Panckhurst points to developmental 

sequences which show increasing ability to make abstraction in class

ification tasks. She compares the classification work of Annett (1959), 

Inhelder & Piaget (1964) and Kagan, Moss & Sigel (1963, 19 64 ). 

Are there, one may ask, connections between the number of groups formed 

in an object-sorting test and the age and sex of subjects? Does the 

observed behaviour of some subjects who form few groups reflect 

equivalence range and is it also sex-related? 

Conclusions 

The larger studies of classification reviewed above have made extensive 

use of simple sorting tests. Such tests have been criticised on the 

grounds of artificiality, a charge which may be levelled at almos t 

all test situations and which is inherent in their very nature . A 

more valid criticism is that such tests produce a grea t variety of 

responses, the wea lth of which inevitably leads to subjectivity in 

interpretation and makes sound generalizations exceedingly difficult. 

Probably more serious in this area is the lack of standardi zation of 

either tests or procedures. 

A variety of theoretical orientations have emerged with the researches 

outlined above. Some investigators have relied purely on observation 

for their results, Thompson (1941), Annett (1959); Some have created 

models , Piaget (19 64 ), Bruner (19 66 ), Vygotsky (1962) and the cognitive 

style theorists, while others again have followed existing model s 

Denney (1972), Lovell (1962), Sigel (1953) and Panckhurst (1971). 

Particular theoretical views have also affected the issues of language 

and culture with regard to classification studies. It has been 

suggested that class concepts are less dependent on verbalization for 

their formation, Piaget (1964), Lovell (1962), Brainerd (1974); are 

largely shaped by language, Vygotsky (1962); or are strongly influenced 

by language, Bruner et al (1966). Price-Williams (1966), Bruner et al 

(1966) and DeLacey (1970, 1971), have variously compared groups of 

children living as food-gatherers or in a rural environment, and their 
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peers in school. Interpretations concerning the influence of language 

and the cultural milieu seem to suggest that the culture may modify 

classification performance by developing perceptual or intellectual 

skills in different ways for different groups . 

Elementary classification, the discrimination of classes of objects 

on the basis of common features has been observed in quite young 

children, Stott (1961), Greenberg & Blue (1975). 

Lovell et al (1962) showed that E.S.N. pupils tended to use tactile

kinesthetic perception to classify, wh ile normal pupils relied more 

upon visual perception. More recently, Farnham - Diggory & Gregg 

(1975) showed that while form properties were more difficult for 

children than adults, these were more readily extracted and classified if 

children used familiar objects. Hale & Piper (1973) found that colour 

facilitates learning of stimulus material in classification, while 

Aiken & Williams (1975) described how a multiplicity of attributes 

were used to classify polygons. Issues relating to where discrimination 

end s and concept formation begins is a controversial subject, Kendler T. 

(1961), Ash (1975). 

The mos t consisten t finding from classification studies concerns 

the function of age in intellectual development. The issues of stages 

is l es s clear. Are sequential, overlapping or discrete stage s present 

or are they partly a ma tter of interpretation? The concept of stages 

in the literature of classification provides a multiplicity of answers. 

The research so far discussed raises a number of questions of interest 

totb e present investigation. Most of the findings show a development 

from concrete or use criteria as the basis for groupings, through to 

more abstract criteria used in early adolescence. The present study 

is not designed to show the demarcation of stages in children's classificatory 

behaviour, but it is concerned to show changes with age in the cross

sectional samples of five, eight, ten and twelve year old children. 

This study uses different test materials and it is not intended to 
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replicate the work of Vygotsky, Bruner or Piaget. However, the groups 

which emerge are scrutinized for resemblances to those described by the 

cognitive development theorists. Grouping criteria are examined in 

terms of their perceptual and language properties and these are con

sidered in relation to Bruner's thesis on equivalence sorting. 

While Gardner (1953) observed equivalence range in his object sorting 

task as being related to the number of groups formed, the present 

investigation seeks to determine the generality of this phenomenon, 

its frequency with age, and whether it occurs more in boys than in 

girls, as the literature suggests. Thus the present study was devi s ed 

to investigate classification within the broad areas of disc r imination, 

preferred discriminatory mode, and criterial choice. Age, sex and some 

aspects of family background and schooling are also considered. 

Hypotheses to investigate, sample description and testing procedure, 

are presented in the next chapter. 
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GROUPING AND CLASSIFICATORY BEHAVIOUR 

Research questions and developmental trends 

This investigation is concerned with how children group objects and with 

the underlying rules they may use to categorize experience. Inhelder 

and Piaget (1964), have observed that children (2-4) seldom make groups 

(except perhaps accidental ly). From explorations of objects around them 

they begin to respond to differences and similarities in size, shape, 

texture, colour, etc. They come to handle different things in different 

ways and for different purposes, as grouping concepts begin to emerge. 

Slightly older children group objects by placing them in lines or heaps, 

with each object linked to the previous one by some sort of similarity. 

From one pair of objects to the next, the basis of similarity is likely 

to change. Thus objects one and two may be similar in colour, the next 

two the same shape, and so on. Although such a collection of objects 

may look random, the child who builds it up may be using rules of class 

grouping , even if he is not using such rules consistently. 

As has been shown by Inhelder and Piaget (1964), Bruner et al (1966) and 

Vygotsky (19 62 ), grouping behaviour shows a progression in growing com

plexity in the number of variables involved and in the kinds of groups 

formed, which seem to relate to maturing thinking abilities. One may 

ask how accurately and consistently children use rules about grouping, 

and inquire how this ability to use rules change s with age, and whether 

boys and girls differ in this. Children may give clues as to the 

behaviour involved if they are asked to explain verbally the reasons for 

the groupings they have made. 

Wallach and Kogan (1965), observed that in sorting objects, people may 

produce few or many groups. How consistent is this tendency, and does 

the nature of the material produce variations in the phenomenon? If 

subjects are tested and the conditions varied, then comparisons can be 

made between the two situations. 

The question directing this study was concerned with the extent to which 

developmental trends in grouping and classificatory behaviour might be 

evident in cross-sectional samples of five, eight, ten and twelve year 

old school children. Grouping and classificatory behaviour were examined 
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in terms of age differences and the numbers of groups formed, the 

inclusiveness of groups, the criteria used as the basis for grouping, 

differences in stimulus material (attribute blocks or arrays of everyday 

objects), and the sorting behaviour of children. 

Purpose of the investigation 

The brief review of some of the literature in classification provides 

the basis for further research into some aspects of classification, the 

areas of particular interest being related to the work of Piaget and 

Bruner in the developmental psychology of cognition. 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate some aspects of class

ification which may demonstrate developmental trends in children's thinking. 

Firstly, the simplest classification behaviour consists of grouping 

objects, and hypotheses are here concerned with the kinds and numbers 

of group s formed. The present investigation seeks to find ou t how con

sis tent grouping behaviour is in terms of age and sex, while observing 

the complexity of groups and relating these to ma turing thinking abilities. 

In grouping objects, children show a progression from grouping by a 

s 'ngle attribute, to the use of several attributes. The present study 

investigates the ability of children to sustain logical grouping, and 

how this may vary with age. This study is also concerned with the criteria 

used as the basis for grouping and with the differences in choice of 

criteria such as shape, size, colour, and so on, which may vary with the 

age of the subject. 

In using both structured material (Invicta attribute blocks), and 

unstructured material (an array of common household objects), the study 

seeks to compare grouping behaviour in terms of the different stimulus 

materials. 

Finally, questions arise relating to pattern making, which appears to be 

linked with grouping behaviour in younger children. This study sets out 

to investigate the type of sorting observed, that is, forming complex 

groups, or pairing and singles grouping of objects. The investigation 
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is also concerned with the spatial arrangement of related objects and 

these are examined in terms of geometric, figural and fantasy arrange

ments and linked to age and sex of the subjects. Thus the numbe r s of 

groups formed, the basis of grouping, and the matching behaviour of 

subjects are looked at in relation to hypotheses formulated. 

Hypotheses to investigate 

The first research question to be investigated concerned the numbers of 

groups formed by children of different ages. Pretest observations of 

student sorting behaviour showed that while adults tend to form inclus

ive groups , usually with three or more objects fitting such chosen 

criteria as shape , size , texture and so on, five year old children t end

e d to form many groups, sometimes with objects placed singly or side by 

side. 

The research hypothesis was formulated to state that five year old children 

wou ld tend to form more group s as pairs or singles arrangements with 

both array materia ls and attribute blocks, while eight, ten and twelve 

year old children would tend to form fewer groups with more objects 

within each group. 

The second question concerned the observed tendency of some subjects to 

form few groups each with many objects ("inclusive discriminators"), and 

of other subjects to form many groups with few objects in each ("specific 

discriminators"). For the purposes of this investigation an individual 

is considered to form few groups if he produces two or three groups, and 

to form many if he produces more than three groups. The null form of 

the relevant hypotheses are set below. 

It was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference between 

the proportions of five, eight, ten and twelve year old children who were 

inclusive discriminators. 

It was also hypothesized that there would be no significant difference 

between the proportion of boys who were inclusive discriminators and 

the proportion of girls who were inclusive discriminators. 
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It was further hypothesized that the tendency of individuals to demonstrate 

inclusive discrimination would not differ signific an tly from array stimulus 

ma terial to attribute stimulus material. 

The third cluster of hypotheses was concerned with the criteria used as 

the basis of grouping . Pretest data showed that a few subjects name all 

their group s by a single criterion such as colour, thus indicating a 

strong preference for the chosen criterion. Those cases where subjects 

used a single criterion such a s colour, size, shape, etc. were examined 

fo r developmental tr ends which migh t be interpreted in terms of age . The 

research hypotheses examined wer e: 

That eight, t en and twelve year olds would typically use two or more 

criteria a s the basis for their groupings with both blocks and arrays 

whereas five year olds would use one or two criteria as the basis 

for their groupings. 

That five year olds would group objects more frequently than eigh t, 

ten and twe lve year olds on the basis of responses which could be 

classified as affective or perceptible. (See footnote.) 

That five year old children wou ld typically tend to form groups which 

lack logical crite ria as their basis. 

The fourth question investigated was concerned wi th the potency of the 

stimulus materia l as a determinant of grouping behaviour. It was 

anticipated that subjects would group structured material such as Invicta 

attribute blocks by criteria different from those used to group an array 

of unstructured material. , Two research hypotheses follow: 

Thus it was hypothesized that five, eight, ten and twelve year old children 

would group structured attribute blocks by different criteria from those 

Footnote: 

Bruner, J.S. and Olver, R.R. (1956), describe perceptible modes for equival
ence groupings as ••• "the child may render items as equivalent on the basis 
of immediate phenomenal qualities such as colour, size, shape on the basis 
of position in time and space ••• and the child may base equivalence on the 
use of function of items, considering either what they do or what can be 
done to them" ••• p. 71-72. 
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used to group an array of unstructured material. 

It was further hypothesized that individual children would group structured 

and unstructured material by different criteria. 

The final research question examined the sorting behaviour of children 

in relation to pattern making . Pretests had shown that when asked to 

group objects, some children produc ed patterns and figural arrangements. 

The null hypothesis formulated to test this behaviour are stated below. 

It was hypothesized that there wou ld be no significant difference between 

five, eight, ten and t we lve year old children in the number of patterned 

or figural arrangements produced. 

It was hypothesized that there woul d be no significant difference between 

boys and girls in the numbers of patterned or figural arrangements 

produced. 

It was further hypothesized that there would be no significant difference 

between the numbers of patterns and fi gural arrangements produced, regard

l es s of whether the subjects were using array materials or attribute 

blocks . 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE 

The present study is concerned with investigating grouping behaviour which 

may be interpreted in terms of a number of independen t variables such 

as age, sex, number and position in family, pre-school attendance, and 

parental occupation. 

School age children were tested in this study because language and 

corrnnunication probl ems ruled out the use of younger subjects. A cross

section of five, eight, ten and twelve year old children was required, 

and two Palmerston North schools, Awapuni and Roslyn were chosen beca11 se 

children in these schools had similar backgrounds in terms of parent 

occupation (see footnote). The selection of children was done by the 

Headmaster or the Supervisor of Junior Classes who provided a represent

ative range of pupils chosen in terms of age and abi lity. 

The tests were given to 80 five, eight and ten year old children, 20 

boy s and 20 girls at each school for each age group. The same tests were 

given to 80 twelve year old children, 40 boys and 40 girls from Intermediate 

Norma l School. 

Ages of 
children 

5 year olds 

8 year olds 

10 year olds 

12 year olds 

Structured 
attribute 
blocks 

Unstructured 
arrays 

Footnote: 

Awapuni 
School 

Male Female 

20 

20 

20 

60 

60 

20 

20 

20 

60 

60 

TABLE I 

TESTING PROCEDURE 

Roslyn 
School 

Male Fema le 

20 

20 

20 

60 

60 

20 

20 

20 

60 

60 

Intermediate 
Normal School 

Male Female 

40 40 

40 40 

40 40 

Total 

80 

80 

80 

80 

320 

320 

Palmerston North children progress into the intermediate school system 
for their last two years at primary school, and the twelve year olds 
were drawn from the Intermediate Normal School. 
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TESTING PROCEDURE - PRETESTING 

In order to test the hypotheses outlined above, two tasks were devised, 

one using an array of 30 familiar household objects, and one using 

"Invicta" attribute blocks. In carrying out the task subjects were 

simply instructed "Here are some things, you sort them for me". These 

tests were adminis tered to 70 five year olds in new entrants classes at 

Hokowhitu and Central Normal Schools. Difficulties encountered related 

largely to language and to interpretation of reasons for groupings formed. 

As a result of this it was decided to record verbal responses during the 

testing sessions. No difficulties were encountered with 20 adult subjects 

who took the pretest. 

TESTING PROCEDURE 

For the purposes of the present study, two tests were devised, one using 

"Invicta" attribute blocks, and the other using an array of 30 familiar 

objects. In order to overcome bias, the tests were alternatively administered 

so that every second subject was given the attribute block test first. 

Before testing commenced each child was given a few minutes familiarization 

with the material s. Infant math s procedure was followed so children were 

seated on the floor with the tester, and materia ls spread on the mat in 

a random fashion. Older children were seated at a table. To encourage 

free sorting, instructions were minimal and the children were encouraged 

to question and to talk as they wished. To ensure relaxed sorting 

behaviour, no time limit was imposed. Subjects were encouraged to handle 

and explore material freely, and testing ceased when the subject considered 

the task was completed. As might be expected, older children were faster 

on the tests than five year olds. While there was considerable variation 

across the groups, five year olds performed the tasks in about half an 

hour and eight year olds required about 20 minutes. Some ten and twelve 

year olds completed in ten or fifteen minutes. Before either test was 

started the child was given a period of adjustment so that he might feel 

comfortable with the tester, the camera, the tape recorder, and any 

other aspect of the test situation. 
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Invicta attribute blocks 
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The tester spread the attribute blocks in front of the child and asked, 

"Have you seen these blocks before"? Picking up a large thick red 

circle the tester asked, "Look at this block. Run your finger round the 

top of it. What do you call things that are shaped like that"? 

Subjects generally answered , "A circle" or "A round". Tester, "Good, 

can you find me another circle (round)"? The tester still holding the 

original circle, picked up a small thick red circle and asked , "What is 

the difference between this circle (round) and this circle (round)"? 

Subjects generally give a size response, "Good". The tester (still 

retaining the original circle) then picked up a large thin red circle 

and asked, "Can you now tell me the difference between this circle (round) 

and this circle (round)"? Subjects r e sponded variously, using such terms 

as thick, fat, thin, and skinny. Some us ed their hands to demonstrate 

the difference in dimension. Any response was acc epted. The tester 

then asked, "Do you know what colours we have here"? Most subjects 

answered correctly but a few five year olds failed to verbalize colours 

correctly. All responses were acceptable since the tester was concerned 

to give the child a sense of confidence in his manipulation of the 

materials, and to provide a permissive atmosphere fostering free sorting 

behaviour. Children were not asked to name shapes at this stage, their 

ability to do so emerged later when they explained their groupings. 

The tester then continued, "Good, I can see you know a lot of things 

about these blocks. Now I would like you to sort them for me, put the 

ones that go together (that are alike), together. There is no right or 

wrong way of doing this, just make some groups for me please". Children's 

questions were answered but no criteria were given or grouping done. 

A few children asked, "Is this right? (what you want?)". They were 

encouraged to continue as they were. Children who asked this particular 

question were in fact forming groups. Those who were making patterns 

or figural arrangements were generally too absorbed by the appearance 

of the blocks, and very young subjects who were sorting singly did not 

ask, perhaps from uncertainty, or it may not have occurred to them to do so. 
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When the subject completed the task, the tester asked, "Tell me what 

you have done?"), and some times , for additional information, "Tell me 

why you put these together"? Care was t aken not to imply sorting 

error. All responses were recorded on tape or on card, and the grouping 

arrangement photographed. 

UNSTRUCTURED MATERIALS 

An array of thirty objects 

The tes ter placed the array of obj ects in randomized order in front of 

the child saying, "Do you know wha t all these things are"? Some 

children pointed to objects such as the magne t stop, small glass vial, 

or the piece of polystyrene. These were explained as being, "A magne t, 

a g lass tube, or a piece of pl a stic". The teste r then said, "Here are 

some things, please sort them for me , put the things that go together, 

(that are alike), together". The same proce dure was then followed as 

for the structured materials. On comp letion of the t a sk the tester then 

asked , "Tell me wha t you've done"?, pointing to each group. Recording 

wa s done a s t he child explained the reasons for each grouping and then 

the arrangement wa s photographed. See Appendix 1 for record card format. 

TABLE II 

MATERIALS USED 

Structured materia ls - 1 set "Invicta" Attribute Blocks 

SHAPE Round Square Triangle Oblong 

THICK " " II " 
THIN II " II " 
LARGE AREA II II II II 

SMALL AREA II ti II ti 

RED II " II II 

BLUE II II II II 

YELLOW II II II " 

Hexagon 
II 

II 

ti 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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Unstructured materials - Array of thirty objects 

1 ·cotton reel 
1 yellow plastic detergent top 
1 white plastic toothpaste top 
1 red plastic toothpaste top 
1 cork bottletop 
1 white irregular oblong plastic polystyrene 
1 white square plastic lego block 
1 red and white plastic oblong lego block 
1 red and grey plastic lego whee l 
1 smal l red plastic counter 
1 silver-embossed meta l button 
1 copper penny 
1 pink plastic bead 
1 silver meta l knucklebone 
1 green plastic oblong transparent perspex (glass) 
1 silver oblong metal magnet stop 
1 silver-diamente ring 
1 silver metal scissors 
1 black metal toy motorbike and sidecar 
1 cloth flag coloured red, white and green 
1 yellow rubber balloon 
1 yellow wax birthday-cake candle 
1 smal l clear-glass vial 
1 cream plastic man 
1 grey plastic kangaroo 
1 brown plastic crocodile 
1 blue plastic clothespeg 
1 blue plastic pencil sharpener 
1 blue plastic bus 
1 green plastic boat 

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES USED TO ANALYSE DATA 

Responses for the array material were recorded as group responses 

i.e. colour, shape, size etc., responses from all five year-olds, and 

colour, shape, size etc. responses from all eight year olds. The chi 

square tests for independence in a contingency table was applied using 

frequency counts. 

Let pi be the probability of being group i 
Let pij be the probability of group i and response j 

Ho pij = pi X poj for all i,j 

HA pij -1- pi X poj for some i,j 
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ni d ai Using the intuitive estimate -an - for the probabilities pi and pj 
n n 

respectively ••• it can be shown under the Ho (null hypothesis) that the 

expected frequencies are given by 

npij = = n"n j 
0 

n 

= ni ·n j 
0 

n 

ni 

n 

fo r example in the table for functiona l response 

Groups 

5 year olds 

8 year olds 

TABLE III 

FUNCTIONAL RESPONS E 

USE 

31 
(100.89) 

13800 
(68 .110) 

169 

Other 

(1007.10) 
1077 

610 
(679. 89) 

1687 

1108 

748 

1856 

The expected frequency of f ive year old response to use, 100.89, is 

obtained by multiplying the totals of all five year olds by the tota l 

number of responses and dividing by the grand total, 1856 . 

i.e. ni x n j 
0 

n 

= 1108 X 169 

1856 

This can then be compared with the observe value nij using the test 

statistic 
l 

Y-

which in this case can be modified to 

\< 

L • 
OL :: 

. 
L ~ I 

K 

L • h= ~L. 

l"" I 
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The probability of obtaining a more extreme value for the test statistic 

than the one observed is found from tables of chi-square, and if this 

probability is too low (less than 0.05), then Ho is rejected in favour 

of HA. 

The Burroughs B6700 SPSS statistical package for the Social Sciences 

was used to analyse data using the minimum deck, fastabs and statistics 

c ar d Chi Square and Contingency Coefficient for analysis of data. 
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ANALYSING THE DATA 

The information obtained from testing was inspected carefully and grouping 

behaviour categorized in various ways. Thus each child's responses were 

analysed in terms of grouping criteria - colour, shape, size, material 

and so on, and the frequencies of responses examined. The data was 

inspected for other information that it might yield. Differences in 

sorting techniques such as grouping by flat arrangements, towers, heaping 

materials or care in matching edges of blocks, were noted. Some children 

tended to spread their groups while others produced a more compact arrange

ment; linear arrangements were common, vertical and building uncommon. 

Information relating to hypotheses was sought and categorized, and 

frequency counts made of all apparently _relevant data. 

From an inspection of these results it was decided to utilize the 

Burroughs B6700 SPSS programme to analyse some of the data and to treat 

other relevant information descriptively. Data ana lys ed by the computer 

was dealt with under headings as a. Personal information, and including 

the independent variables. b. Grouping information including the depend

ent variab l es such as numbers and groups formed, criteria, Sorting behaviour 

and Logic. c. Attribute blocks and array materials - including some 

independent variables . Appendix 3 sets out coded information. 

a. PERSONAL INFORMATION 

This included such things a s age , sex , school, pre-school attendance or 

not, family size, position in the family, and parent occupation. Position in 

the family was coded as oldest, middle, or youngest. For parent occupation 

the Elley-Irving Socio-economic Scale was used. 

1. Group 1 High professional and administrative work . (Composed of school 
teachers except for two veterinarians and other professionals.) 

2. Group 2 Lower professional, technical and executive work. 

3. Group 3 Clerical and highly skilled. 

4. Group 4 Skilled work. 

s. Group 5 Semi-skilled repetitive work. 

6. Group 6 Unskilled repetitive work. 

7. Group 7 Farming. 

8. Group 8 Miscellaneous. (Comp:Eed largely of solo parents and pensioners, 
who list no employment.) 

New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies. Vol. 7 (2): 153-167 Nov. 1972. 
Elley W.B. and Irving J.C., "A socio-economic index for New Zealand based 
on levels of education and income for the 1966 Census". 
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Information concerning parent occupation was obtained from school records 

and was sometimes difficult to interpret from such statements as "Army", 

"engineer", "Railways", or named firm without specific occupation. 

Tab le IV lists numbers in each occupation category for each school, and 

it may be seen from this that the two populations are remarkably similar 

in terms of socio-economic background~ Other independent variables 

included family, age, sex, and educational background, 

TABLE IV 

PARENT OCCUPATION 

Occueation 
Category 

Awaeuni 

1 8 6.6% 
2 18 15% 
3 19 15.8% 
4 38 31. 6% 
5 22 18.3% 
6 5 4.1% 
7 2 1.6% 
8 8 6.6% 

120 
--

b. GROUPING INFORMATION 

Numbers of groups 

School 

Roslyn 

7 5.8% 
13 10. 8% 
26 21.6% 
43 35.8% 
21 17.5% 

7 5.8% 
0 0 
3 2.5% 

120 
--

Intermediate Norma l 

17 21.2% 
25 31. 2% 
10 12,5% 
10 12.5% 

7 8.75% 
5 6.2% 
1 1.3% 
4 5% 

80 
-

Aims to measure discriminat ion and differentiation, and to search for 

age-related differences. The larger the number of groups formed (and 

hence the fewer objects per group), the greater the differentiation 

required. Correspondingly, the smaller the number of groups formed (and 

hence the more objects per group), the greater the discrimination required. 

In the case of arrays, the materials permitted from one to thirty groups 

to be formed. Attribute blocks sets contain sixty blocks, but initial 

counts showed few children formed more than thirty groups, so category 

31 consisted of groups of more than thirty, mainly singles arrange

ments. Frequency counts showed that grouping behaviour maintained a 

~'( Intermediate normal school draws from a population with a higher 

proportion of professional families. 
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progression from the many groups produced by five year old subjects, to 

proportionately fewer groups formed by eight, ten and twelve year olds. 

Of particular interest is the pairing or one-to-one matching behaviour 

observed in about 31% of five year olds and still a prominent form of 

grouping in 10% of eight year olds, in 9% of ten year olds and 4% of 

twelve year olds. Data concerning number of groups for each individual 

was coded as 1-30 (Arrays), and 1-31 (Attribute Blocks). 

Criteria used 

The perception of similarity and the grouping of items is an individual 

response . In the case of the Invicta blocks, attributes of the stimulus 

materi a l set constraints on the range of possible intellectual operations, 

whereas the arrays provided a greater diversity of attributes which 

permitted a more varied basis for grouping . 

It was hypothesi zed that the criteria employed as the basis for grouping 

would vary with the age of the subjects , and that five year old children 

will tend to form groups on the basis of a single criterion i.e. single 

attribute, while eight , ten and twelve year olds would tend to form groups 

on the basis of several attributes or criteria. It was further hypothesi zed 

that the stimulus objects themselves would be strong determinants of the 

grouping criteria employed . To test these hypotheses responses were 

coded according to whether subjects used one, two or three-plus criteria 

as the basis for their groups in arrays and attributes. Where a single 

criterion was chosen it was placed under one of the following headings 

by which the criteria are defined. 

1. Descriptive 

The response given to explain the basis of the grouping as in the simple 

naming of objects or the use of a single term to describe a group. 

i.e. "animals" for array objects kangaroo and crocodile, "tops" for 

objects toothpaste tops etc., or "blocks" for lego toy blocks. Single 

objects named as "bus" or "candle" or "scissors", were also placed under 

this heading. 
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2. Material 

Responses in this category include such terms as "plastic", "steel", 

"metal", "all silver", "woo d", "material", or "stuff", A term such 

as silver presented difficulties in interpretation for it cou ld be con

sidered a s a descriptive, a materia l, or a colour response. The decision 

concerning exact placement then became contextural , both in terms of 

contents of particular groups , and the relationshi p between groups, Thus 

if a child forms six groups of arrays in which colour is the criterion 

used, the term silver here may be considered as a colour code . If 

scissors , button , and bike appear together l abel l ed as "silver", the 

response is considered t o mean "metal". 

3. Use 

Included within this heading are a ll those response s which may be 

considered as equival ent on the basi s of use or function of the :items -

where one considers what they do or what can be done t o them. Such 

sta tements as "to ride on", "they can move", "make a noise", "can turn 

them on", or "have them at birthdays", are al l coded as referring to use . 

4. Weigh t 

A few children selected on the basi s of thi s criterion and when they 

did, they generally r e sponded by feeling the weigh t of each obj ec t 

before placing it in a particular group , and then referring t o these 

group s as being "heavy " or "light" things. 

5. Texture 

Responses in this category were not common and where they appeared, 

tactile behaviour usually preceded placement of objects, or some verbal 

statment such as "they've all got bumps", made the intention clear. 

6. Other i.e. Not codable under other categories 

Is exemplified by such verbal statements as "things you can see in the 

dark" "Australian", or "alone", "things left out", "won't fit", "cheap", 

or "empty". 
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7. Shape 

This was a corrnnon choice for all age groups and is a basic attribute of 

the Invicta blocks. Responses such as "round things", "rectangles", 

"all squares", or "they're the same shape", were corrnnon shape equival

ence responses. One eight year old, two t en year olds and some twelve 

year olds distinguished between disc, sphere and cylinder shapes, the 

rest used the generic term " round". The dimension l ength, was included 

in the shape category because statements like "these are long things", 

referring to boat, bus, scissors, were obviously referring to shape. 

The length dimension was not included with size, that term being 

reserved for response s referring directly to size as "big" or "little". 

8. Colour 

This was an important equivalence category for young subjects. In the 

Invicta blocks this attribute is coupled with a thick - thin dimension, 

and where subjects simply formed pairs, these were categorized as thick -

thin . Colour was used in coding where it was named and used consistently 

as an obvious basis for grouping i.e. "all triangles - blue, red, 

yellow", "all circles - blue, red, yellow", "all rectangles - blue, red, 

yellow",~ "all large red and all small red", "all large blue and all 

small blue", "all large yellow and all small yellow". 

In the arrays, subtler colour categories presented difficulties for 

some subjects. Was the pink bead to go with red objects or to r em ain 

alone as a separate category? Was the cream-coloured man to be placed 

with the yellow balloon, the white objects, or the fawn? Could the grey 

kangaroo go with the silvery metal things? Where the child was clearly 

forming groups with colour as the sole basis for classification decisions 

were made accordingly and colour groups clearly named, or he might decide 

to change and use some criterion other than colour i.e. material shape, etc. 

10. Size 

This dimension was used to code where it was clearly specified as size 

(e.g. "all little tiny small things", "all big fat large") or where it 

appeared as a consistent basis for grouping (i.e. all large shapes below 

with all small ones above or immediately adjacent for attribute blocks). 
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11. Thick and thin 

Terms such as thick and thin, fat and skinny were seldom used for array 

group s (1%), but this dimension was a basic attribute for the blocks. 

Some children who were unfamiliar with the blocks became fascinated 

on discovering this as a consistent dimension, and it is a frequent 

name d choice a s the basis for pairing blocks. 

12. Not applic able 

Some children were either unable or unconcerned to form groups . A 

number produced patterns or fantasy arrangements to which grouping 

criteria did no t apply , these were placed under this heading . A few 

children placed their material s in heaps, the basis for which neither 

they nor I could explain. Syncretic heaps of this nature were also 

coded here. 

Sorting behaviour and logic 

Subjects responded in a variety of ways when asked to form groups. The 

rarest and most immature response appeared to be placing objects in 

unexplained heap s - syncretic heaps to use Vygotsky's term. Some subj ects 

plac e d each object separately with no attempt at grouping - nevertheless 

close inspection revealed some interconnectedness in the placing of the 

objects so that one migh t observe a large red triangle followed by two 

large blue triangles, then two small blue circles, and then a large 

yellow circle followed by five yellow rec tangles, and s o on. This type 

of response was labelled chaining. Close to, and sometimes overlapping 

chaining was the commonly observed pairing response, where each object 

was picked up separately and another placed beside it because of shared 

common property or properties. Finally "true" grouping appears where 

subjects place all objects logically according to explained criteria 

which include all the objects within the specified criterion. Where 

the child presented fantasy arrangements (e.g. cows in a paddock) or 

where figural arrangements appeared (e.g. groups of people, kites, or 

rockets were built), these were coded as "fantasy other", since they 

were not codable under other categories. 
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The coding categories for sorting behaviour were: 

1. True grouping 2. Pairing 3. Chaining 4. Syncretic heaps 

5. Figural and fantasy arrangements - other. 

Linked with the progression in sorting type is a similar developmental 

progression in the logic basic to equival ence perception and classifica

tory grouping. It was hypothes ized (p.19 ) that five year old children 

will more typically tend to form groups which lack logical criteria as 

their basis. It is further hypothesized that more eigh t, ten and twelve 

year olds will tend to form groups on the basis of a sing le criterion 

i.e. a single attribute (p. 19 ). 

Frequency counts indicated that most ten and twelve year olds, many eight 

year olds and s ome five year olds were able to group according to several 

criteria at once as was clear ly evident from Figures 2-12,15. The kind 

of group ing illustrated would be coded as "total complex". A simpler 

type of one to one correspondence occurred with many of the paired 

group s i.e. grouping by a single criterion, and this was coded as ''total 

simple" . (i.e. 2 tops, 2 plas tic toys, 2 rectangular shapes, 2 more plastic 

objects.) Thus plastic might occur in three separate groups. The term 

"shifting logic" applied where illogicality occurred, or where the ab ility 

to group by chos en criteria appeared unstable. Some children formed 1-5 

groups usually in pairs, and arranged the rest as singles. Sh ifting 

logic appears to be naturally linked with the chaining r espons eo Chil uren 

who produce fantasy and figural arrangements and syncretic heaps were 

coded as being "other". Categories for logic were 1. "total simple" 

(paired) 2. "total complex" (groups) 3. shifting logic 4. fantasy, 

other. 

c. ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS - Sorting criteria 

Initial scanning of frequency counts of criteria employed indicated 

differences in preference for colour on the part of five year olds and 

for shape on the part of eight, ten and twelve year olds. Certain 

developmental trends were also evident for other criteria. 

The criterial responses on attribute blocks were placed in categories 
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as defined under grouping criteria (the se pages 30-33). They were 

cod e d for computer ana lysis for each subject under one of the following 

headings: 

1. Colour alone 
2. Colour, shape, thick/thin 
3. Colour, size, thick/thin 
4. Colour, shape, size 
5. Colour, thick/thin 
6. Colour , shape , size , thick/thin (all attributes ) 

7. Shape alone 
8 . Shape, thick/thin 
9. Shape , size 
10. Shape , size , thick/thin 

11. Size alone , and size thick/thin 

12. Thick/thin alone 

13. Singles , fantasy , figural arrangements, syncretic heaps 

ARRAYS - Sorting criteria 

Responses for the array materia l were classified as group response s 

(i.e. a ll five year olds or al l eight year olds) rather than a s individua l 

responses. The array grouping responses were placed in categories a s 

defin e d under grouping criter ia (thes e pages 30-33). Some childre n were 

unable t o exp l ain the basis for the groups formed an d where the criteria 

were not obvious, the response s were recorded as unexplained. The chi

square test for significance was applied using the frequency counts. 
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RESULTS ANALYSED IN TERMS OF HYPOTHESES 

As has been shown by Piaget (1964), Bruner et al (1966), grouping shows a 

progression in growing complexi ty in the number of variables involved and the 

kinds of groups formed, which seems to relate to maturing thinking abilities. 

1. Hypotheses relating to the numbers of groups formed 

The first research question to be investigated concerned the numbers of groups 

formed by children of different ages. The research hypothesis was formulated 

to state that five year old children wou ld tend to form more groups as pairs 

or singles arrangements with both array materials and attribute blocks, while 

eight , ten and twelve year olds would tend to form fewer groups with more 

objects within each group . TABLE V (Blocks), and TABLE VI (Arrays), show the 

spread of groupings for five, eight , ten and twelve year old children. 

There is a significant difference between five, eight , ten and twelve year olds 

for the numbers of groups formed (1-31) with blocks of 0.0001, and an even 

greater si gnificant difference of (0.0001 with arrays on the numbers of groups 

formed (1-30). 

While this evidence shows significant differences between five, eight, ten and 

twelve year old children on the numbers of groups formed, the distribut i. on o f 

groupings is of particular interest. A comparision of attribute blocks and 

arrays on the numbers of groups formed, shows a greater tendency to clustering 

for attribute blocks than for arrays. This response may be due to constraints 

imposed by the stimu lus materia ls. Colour, size, shape and thick/thin combin

ations tend to result in clustering at groups 3, 5, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 30 • 

. TABLE VII frequency counts showed that groupings of older children tended to 

spread more evenly across the total possible numbers of groupings while the 

distribution for five year olds showed a tendency to clustering. Of particular 

interest is the pairing or side by side response of five year olds which shows 

as a clustering around the 13-16 groups with arrays, and 29-30 groups formed 

with attribute blocks. Non-grouping or simply arranging blocks or arrays singly 

also shows up in children's grouping as clustering at 30 groups for arrays or 

at 31 plus groups for the blocks. (TABLES V, VI and VII). 



Age 

5 year olds 

8 year olds 

10 year olds 

12 year olds 

TOTAL 

• 
" (") 

TABLE Va 

Number of groups formed - blocks 

Group Number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 28 30 31 Total 

0 9 1 5 1 2 2 1 14 3 2 1 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 19 10 80 

5 4 1 5 1 0 1 1 8 2 3 1 1 7 1 2 0 18 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 9 2 80 

5 6 3 12 3 1 1 0 8 0 1 0 1 10 1 1 0 21 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 80 

7 9 5 8 1 1 0 3 5 1 8 0 0 5 0 0 1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 80 

17 28 10 30 6 4 4 5 35 6 14 2 2 26 2 3 1 68 4 2 1 1 0 1 1 34 12 320 

TABLE Vb 

Attribute blocks - clustering of groups 

Attribute Group Clustering 
Size N = 

Colour alone 3 28 in 320 
Shape alone 5 30 in 320 
Colour and size 6 6 in 320 
Shape and size 10) 

35 in 320 
Colour, size, thick/thin 10) 
Colour s ize, thick/thin 12 14 in 320 
Shape size, thick/thin 15 26 in 320 
Shape , size, thick/thin 20 ) 

68 in 320 
Thick/thin and size 20 ) 
Pairing thick/thin 30 34 in 320 

Significance 
= )0.001 

75 degrees 
of 
freedom 



Age 

5 year 
olds 

8 year 
olds 

• 
CX) 
('") 

10 year 
olds 

12 year 
olds 

TOTAL 

TABLE VI 

Number of groups formed - Arrays 

Group Number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 Total 

2 1 3 3 6 3 4 1 4 4 3 3 6 13 4 

5 3 5 6 8 9 8 5 3 4 3 5 1 8 2 

1 0 2 11 7 15 13 3 5 4 2 2 5 5 0 

2 4 12 10 13 6 11 8 3 3 4 0 0 3 0 

10 8 22 30 34 33 36 17 15 15 12 10 12 29 6 

/////////xxx x 
'----v------' 

pairing 

2 

1 

2 

1 

6 

0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 10 80 

0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 80 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 

2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 10 320 

Singles 

Significance 

= )0.001 

75 degress of 

freedom 



Age 

5 year 
olds 

8 year 
olds 

• 10 year 
(]\ 
('") olds 

12 year 
olds 

TOTAL 

Arrays 

No. of groups 
13 - 16 

26 

16 

12 

3 

57 

29 - 30 

11 

0 

0 

0 

11 

TABLE VII 

Number of groups formed - Age 

Attribute Blocks 
29 - 30 30 plus 

19 10 

9 2 

5 0 

1 0 

34 12 

lrrnuature 
Grouping 

66 

27 

17 

4 

114 

Mature 
Grouping 

94 

133 

143 

156 

526 

Total 

160 

160 

160 

160 

640 

% Irrnuature 
Grouping 

41% irrnuature 
grouping 

17 _0% irrnuat~re 
grouping 

11% irrnuature 
grouping 

2.5% irrnuature 
grouping 
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These immature responses of pairing or singles arrangements are thus 

shown by 40% of five year olds and they are still present as 17% of 

the grouping behaviour of eight year olds, as 11% in ten year olds 

and only 2.5% in twelve year olds. Thus singles arrangements andpair

ing responses would seem to indicate a developmental pattern which is 

uncommon in twelve year olds and less common in eight and t en year olds 

than in five year old children. TABLE VIII shows frequency responses 

t o array materials recorded for al l five year olds and all eight year 

olds, rather than as individual response . The response total for five 

year olds (U08) is higher than for eight year olds (748). This may 

also be related to the tendency to group obj ects side by side in pairs 

wh ich ap pears in the sorting of more five year olds than eigh t year olds. 

Eigh t year olds tend to place more objects in a group . 

2. Hypotheses relating to i nclusive discrimination 

The second question concerned the observed tendency of some subj ec ts 

to form few group s each with many obj ects ("Inclusive discriminators"), 

and of other subj ects to form many groups with few objects in each 

("sp ecific disc rimina tors"). 

It was hypothesized that there wou ld be no significant difference 

between the proportion of five year olds who were inclusive discriminators 

and the proportion of eight, ten and twelve year olds who were inclusive 

discriminators. It may be seen from TABLE IX that categorizat ion in 

terms of few or many groups formed does not show significance for each 

of the independen t variables with either blocks or arrays, and it is 

the only dependent variable scanned which shows no significance with 

age. The null hypothesis is thus supported. 

It was also hypothesized that there would be no significant difference 

between the proportion of boys who were inclusive discriminators and 

the proportion of girls who were inclusive discriminators. Inspection 

of the data showed distributions of groups formed by boys and girls 

with either material as very similar. The data was also analysed in 



TABLE VIIIa 

Arrays - Response frequency 

Age Descriptive Shape Size Colour Material Use Weight Texture Fantasy 
Unexplained Response 

Other Total 

5 year 89 121 25 179 103 31 14 13 104 429 1108 
olds 8% 11% 2% 16% 9% 3% 1.2% 1% 9% 39% 99% 

8 year 131 166 34 42 62 138 13 9 40 113 748 
olds 17.5% 22% 4.5% 6.1% 8 .2% 18.4% 2% 1% 5.3% 15% 100% 

10 year 135 115 3 105 114 132 19 21 0 so 738 
olds 18% 16% 0.4% 14% 15% 18% 3% 3% 7% 95% 

12 year 93 98 4 52 157 118 14 9 14 14 616 
olds 15% 16% 0.6% 8% 25% 19% 2% 1.4% 2% 2% 92% 

• 
.-I 
'1" 

TABLE VIIIb 

Arrays - Chi-Square Results 

Age Descriptive Shape Size Colour Material Use Weight Texture Fantasy Unexplained Other 

5/8 year 0.001 0.001 o.oos 0.001 <0.01 0.001 (0.01 NS o.oos 0.001 
olds 
--
8/10 year NS o.oos o.oos o.oos 0.005 NS NS NS o.oos o.oos 
olds 
--
10/12 year NS NS NS 0.01 o.oos NS NS NS o.oos o.oos 
olds 
--
12 year 
olds 
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terms of few (three or less groups), and many (more than thre e groups) 

formed. The intention here being to look at possible variables relating 

to instances where subjects fo rmed few groups. Pretesting h a d led the 

wr iter to suspect that this might occur more fr equently with boys, and 

a lso that it might occur more fr equently with older than with younger 

children. TABLE Xa below shows the distribution of individuals who 

forme d f ew group s in the sor ting tasks. 

TABLE Xa 

Inclusive Discriminators - Blocks or Arrays 

Age Mal e Female Total % 

5 year olds 6 4 10/80 12\% 
8 year olds 10 5 15/80 19% 

10 year olds 2 7 9/80 11% 

12 year olds 9 8 17/80 21% 

Total 27 24 51/320 16% 

As may be seen from TABLE Xa inclusive discrimination occurre d for about 

16% of thi s population with no clear trends evident either in terms of 

age or sex . The null hypothesi s was thu s confirmed. 

It was f urther hypo thesized that the tendency of individuals to 

demonstrate inclusive discrimination would no t differ significantly 

from array stimu lus materia l t o attribute stimulus materia l. The nu ll 

hypothesi s was no t suppor ted by the data in TABLE Xb where a total o f 

44 subjects showed inclusive discrimination in sorting attribute blocks 

and 18 subjects in sorting array materials. 

TABLE Xb 

Stimulus Material and Inclusive Discrimination 

~e Attribute Blocks Arrays 

5 year olds 9 3 

8 year olds 9 8 

10 year olds 11 1 

12 year olds 15 6 

Total 44 18 
==- = 
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Since colour sorting of attribute blocks produces three groups , it was 

suggested that this variable might bias these results and increase the 

numbers of inclusive discriminators sorting attribute blocks. 

Wallach & Kogan (1965) refer to sex differences emerging with girls tend

ing to form more groups with fewer objects in each . The results from 

the present study do not suppor t such findings . 

TABLE Xe shows the results of increasingly rigorous test constraints, 

where only those individuals who were inclusive discriminators in both 

tests were included . 

TABLE Xe 

Inclusive Discriminators - Blocks and Arrays 

Age 
Attribute 

Arrays Blocks N = 320 3% population 

5 year olds 1 0 

8 year olds 2 1 

10 year olds 0 0 

12 year olds 4 2 Total 

7 3 10 
------

More males now appear as inclusive discriminators . While the numbers 

are too small to permit conclusions to be drawn from the data , the trend 

should be noted. 

From the three hundred and twenty subjects tested , fifty-one children 

showed inclusive discrimination and only ten of these (seven male and 

three female) did so with both blocks and array materials . It may be 

seen from TABLE IX that categorization in terms of few or many groups 

formed, does not show significance for any of the independent variables 

for either blocks or arrays, and it is the only dependent variable 

scanned which shows no significance with age. (P. 44 ) 
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TABLE IX 

Showing Significance for Indeeenden t and Deeendent Var iables for all age Groues 

Dep endent Independent 
Variables Variables 

Sex Age Family Position School Pre- Parent 
Size in Awapuni school Occupation 

Family Roslyn Attend-
Inter- ance 
mediate 
Normal 

Attribute 
Blocks NS )0.001 0.05 0.05 NS NS NS 
Group 
Nos. 1-31 
Arrays 
Group NS >0.001 NS NS NS NS NS 
Nos. 1-30 
Attribute 
Block NS 7 o. 001 NS NS NS NS 0.05 
Criteria 
1 - Man 
Array 
Criteria NS )0.001 0.02 NS NS NS NS 
1 - Man 
Attribute 
Blocks NS 

NS 
Single (0.06) NS NS NS NS NS 
Criterion 
Arrays NS 
Single NS )0 .001 0.06 

NS NS NS NS 
Criterion 
Attribute 
Blocks NS >0.001 

NS NS NS NS .03 
Criteria (0.06) 
1-13 
Attribute 
Blocks NS NS NS NS NS Categorizer 

NS NS 

(Incl. Discrim.) 
Arrays 
Categorizer NS 
(Inclusive 0.0608 NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Discrim.) 0.0894 
Attribute 
Blocks NS >0.001 NS NS NS NS .01 
Lo ic 
Arrays NS )0.001 NS NS NS NS NS 
Lo ic 
Attribute 
Blocks 

NS )0.001 NS NS 0.02 Sorting & 
NS NS 

Arrangement 
Arrays 
Sorting & NS )0.001 NS NS 0.04 NS NS 
Arrangements 
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3. Hypotheses relating to grouping criteria 

The third cluster of hypotheses was concerned with criteria used as the 

basis of grouping. It was hypothes ized that eigh t, ten and twelve year 

olds wou ld typical ly use three or more criteria as the basis for their 

grouping . As may be seen from TABLE Xla e ight, ten and twelve year 

olds more fr equ ently used "three or more criteria" as the basis for 

their grouping. On the other hand, category 4 "fantasy, other (nil)" 

respons es were more frequent ly given by five year olds. TABLE XIb 

shows significance between age groups on the basis of criteria used. 

(Footnote .) 

TABLE XIa 

Number of c r iteria used 

Age Attribute blocks - Criter ia Arrays - Criteria 

5 year old s 

8 year olds 

10 year olds 

12 year olds 

Ag e 

5/8 year 
olds 

8/10 year 
olds 

10/12 year 
olds 

Significance 
for all groups 

1 2 3 4 1 

20 26 18 16 21 

14 24 36 5 21 

20 19 41 0 9 

27 29 23 1 21 

TABLE XIb 

Number of criteria used - Signific ance 

Attribute blocks 

o.oos 

NS 

(0. 01 

)0.001 

2 3 4 

6 27 26 

18 37 4 

17 54 0 

17 41 1 

Arrays 

)0.001 

0.005 

0.05 

) 0. 001 

As may be seen from TABLE Xla the differences between five, eight, ten 

and twelve year olds were very highly significant for blocks beyond 

Footnote: 

Category 3 = 3 or more criteria. 
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0.001 level, and for arrays beyond the 0.001 level which is also 

very highly significant • . The number of criteria chosen does not, however, 

show significance for any other of the variables examined. 

Pretest data showed that a few subjects named all their groups by a 

single criterion such as colour, thus indicating a strong preference 

for the chosen criterion. Grouping criteria are outlined on pages 30-33. 

Those cases where subjects used a single criterion such as colour, 

size, and so on, were examined for developmental trends which migh t be 

interpreted in terms of age . 

All group s showed preferenc e s for shape, colour and materia l. More 

five year olds selected shape and colour as a single criterion for 

grouping , wh ile eight, ten and twelve year olds showed a preference 

for use categories, and twelve year olds for material as a basis fo r 

grouping arrays (TABLE XII). 

TABLE XII 

Grouping by a Single Criterion 

Age 
Materia l Use Shape Colour Thick/Thin 

Block Array Block Array Block Array Bl ock Array Block Array 

5 year 
1 5 11 5 8 10 olds 

8 year 6 3 4 5 2 4 6 
olds 

10 year 
2 8 6 6 6 1 olds 

12 year 16 4 10 9 1 7 olds 

1 27 0 9 33 10 25 21 19 1 

The next hypothesis stated that five year olds would group objects more 

frequently than would eight, ten or twelve year olds on the basis of 

responses which could be classified as affective or perceptible, and 

that eight year olds would group more frequently by functional criteria 

(as defined by Bruner ••• "the child may render items as equivalent 
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on the basis of innnediate phenomenal qualities such as colour, size, 

shape on the basis of position in time or space ••• and the child may 

base equivalence on the use or function of items , considering either 

what they do or what can be done to them •••• " Bruner and Olver (1966) 

p. 71-72). See Bruner et al Studies in Co gnitive Growth. 

Criteria were categorized from the children 's individual responses and 

these ca t egorie s are described in p.30-33 of this paper . No affective 

responses were given . It had been anticipated that responses such as 

"Bec ause I like them that way " might be used; however , the more prosaic 

"Bec aus e they s tick together ••• go toge ther" was the most usual response 

given to justi fy otherwise unexp laine d groupings . TABLE VIIIa presents 

results from f requ ency r espons e s for array materi a ls, recorded for age 

of s ubj ects. Responses to array mater ial were clas sifie d as group 

responses (i.e. all five year olds or a ll eight, ten or twelve year olds), 

and not as individua l responses. 

The hypothesis was supported with perceptible responses (colour, size, 

shape ) decreasing from five to twelve year olds. Within the perceptible 

category , very hi ghly significant differences were noted, with colour 

being the predominant perceptible criterion choice in five year old group

ing. The hypothesis is also s upported for functional criteria with an 

increase in the functionally based use category for eight , ten and twelve 

year olds. Very high ly significant differences appear between five and 

eight year olds on these grouping criter ia. See TABLE VIIIb. Computer 

results for Attribute blocks also show highly significant results for 

criterial differences between five and eight year olds, TABLE XIIIb. 

Age 

5 year olds 

8 year olds 

10 year olds 

12 year olds 

TABLE XIIIa 

Perceptible and functional responses 

Perceptible response 
(colour, size, shape) 

325 

242 

223 

154 

Functional response 
(use) 

31 

138 

132 

118 



TABLE XIIIb 

Attribute Blocks - Criteria Used 

Colour Colour Colour Colour Colour Shape Shape Shape Shape Size Thick Singles 

Age Size Shape Thick/ Shape Thick/ Size Size Alone Thin Fantasy 
Significance 

Thick/ Size Thin Size Thin Thick/ Alone Figural 
Thin Thick / Thin 

Thin 

5 year 10 1 2 4 5 
olds 2 30 7 11 1 1 6 

5 & 8 year olds 
= }0.01 

8 year 3 5 6 0 3 7 19 7 18 2 6 3 
olds . 

co 8 & 10 year olds 
..j" 

= 0.05 

10 year 4 3 3 3 13 8 12 3 21 0 7 0 
olds 

10 & 12 year olds 
= 0.01 

12 year 8 7 2 1 4 10 20 4 7 4 6 4 
olds 

Significance for 

all age groups 

= )0.001 
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It was further hypothesized that five year old children would typically 

tend to form groups which lack logical criteria as their basis. The 

data was analysed in terms of "simple" logic (i.e. the ability to sort 

and sustain chos en criteria in a paired group ), "complex or true" logic 

which is sustained for larger groups often using more than one criterion 

per group , and " shifting" logic (where grouping by chosen criteria is 

unstable , or grouping illogical). TABLE XIV, P. 50. 

Figures 14a and 14b show sorting behaviour with shifting logic with 

attribute blocks. 

Figure 14a (lower). Here a five year old boy h a s forme d groups mainly by 

shape, but a s ingle colour set shows the shift in his logic . Note that 

not al l the r ed blocks a re include d in his r e d set. Two of the groups fo rmed 

include, sub s ets of large and small, but this strategy is not c arried 

through in the other groups . 

Figure 14b (lower) . This eight year old boy starts by shape sorting bu t 

become s distracte d by other attributes such as colour so that final sort

ing pr esents a display with shifts in grouping criteria. While chaining 

and singles r espons e s show similar changes , this child is more a dvanced in 

that he is forming discrete groups . 

Figure 14b (upp e r). This grouping done by an older subject lacks any dis

cernible groupin g strategy. Thus he was unable to explain the basis for 

any of the groups and said that he was not "story-telling" or forming 

patterns. 

Figure 14a (upper ). Grouping done by an older subject who stated circles 

as the basis for her groupings and then decided to change to colour and 

finally became involved in making patterns. 
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TABLE XIV 

Logic and Age 

Sime le Come lex Shifting Fantasy 
Logic Logic Logic Figural 

Attribute 
5 year blocks 21 33 19 7 
olds Arrays 21 23 28 8 

Attribute 
8 year blocks 5 64 8 3 
olds Arrays 18 58 4 0 

Attribute 
10 year blocks 5 71 4 0 
olds Array s 12 66 2 0 

Attribute 
12 year blocks 0 78 1 1 
olds Arrays 5 71 3 1 

Th is table shows significance at beyond the 0.001 l evel for both 

attribute blocks and arrays. The data shows that more five year olds 

are prone to shifting logic, while eight , ten and twelve year olds are 

ab le to form and sustain complex grouping with a logical basis. The 

hypothesis is thus supported. Frequency counts showed that none of the 

thirty-three five year olds nor sixty-four eight year olds who showed 

comp lex logical groupings, showed illogical and immature groupings such 

as singles, chaining or shifting logic with either array or attribute 

material. The single twelve year old who showed fantasy figural groupings 

did so on both array and attribute materials. He was an intelligent 

boy with highly idiosyncratic leanings. Only one of the three "special 

class" twelve year olds who showed shifting logic did so with both 

array materials and attribute blocks. 
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Differences appeared as very highly significant )0.001 level for 

logic and age between five and eight year olds and five and twelve year 

olds for both blocks and arrays. Comparisons between eight and ten 

year olds and between ten and twelve year olds did not show differences 

which were significant. These findings provide further evidence for 

the Piagetian theories on the development of logical thinking. 

Piaget (1964). 

No significant differences were observed between the sexes when the 

logical basis of grouping was examined in terms of sex differences. 

4. Hypotheses relating to stimulus materia l 

The fourth question investigated was concerned with the potency of the 

stimulus mater ial as a determinant of grouping behaviour. It was 

anticipated that subjects woul d group structured materia l such a s 

Invicta Attribute blocks by criteria different from those used to 

group an array of uns true tu red material. In order to determine grouping 

criteria , the individual responses of children were recorded and these 

were further categorized as described on pages 30-33. 

It was hypothesized that five and eight year old children wou ld group 

structured attribute blocks by different criteria from those used to 

group an array of unstructured material. It was further hypothesized 

tha t individual children woul d group structured and unstructured materia l 

by different criteria . Results showed that no subjects used descriptive 

criteria for describing block groupings, only one referred to material, 

and none made reference to use weight or texture in relation to attribute 

blocks, while the same subjects made use of these criteria in grouping 

array materials. Shape, size, colour and thick/thin were the chosen 

criteria for grouping attribute blocks. Since these attributes are 

inherent in the block set they are probably the determining factor for 

criteria used to group blocks. The initial hypothesis concerning stimulus 

objects has been supported. It is also observed that different criteria 

were used to group array and attribute block materials, and that 

individual children grouped the stimulus materials by different criteria. 
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There was no significant difference reported on stimulus materia ls and 

criteria l choice between the sexes. See TABLE VIII p. 41 

p. 48 . 

and TABLE XIIIb 

5. Hypotheses relating to sorting behaviour and pattern making 

The fina l research question examined the sorting behaviour in relation 

t o pattern making . Pretests had shown that when asked t o group obj ects, 

some children produced patterns and fi gural arrangements , and the 

presen t study was seeking for generalize d trends . Data interpretation 

was made difficult because too few children produced fantasy arrange-

ments for any conclusions to be drawn from this . Pattern making emerged 

strongly , but pattern making and orderly arrangements of blocks were 

sometimes part of a continuum so tha t distinctions became indeterminate , 

and the categorizat ion of them subj ect ive. Thus while it may not be 

difficult to decide that six towers of blocks arranged in a straight line 

across the ma t is no t a pattern, the decision may not be quite s o straight

forwar d for a similar arrangement where the six group s are split and 

arrange d a s blocks side by side in two lines! 

Sorting behaviour was categorized , therefore , according to the type of 

sorting i . e . whethe r true groups were formed , or whether subj ects pro

duced pairing or chaining response s or syncreti c heaps . These l atter 

responses are considered developmental ly immature as compared with " true" 

grouping. 

Dataconcerning fantasy and figura l arrangements was coded fo r computer 

analysis where the arrangement was clearly indicated, as for example when 

the subject stated "this is a house" and proceeded to make one, or "this 

is a man", and a figure was produced. (Figures 16a and 16b 

show examples of such arrangements.) 

It was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference between 

five, eight, ten and twelve year old children in the number of patterned 

and figural arrangements produced. Fourteen fantasy and figural arrange

ments were recorded, eleven from five year olds, and three from eight year 

olds. TABLE XVII shows sorting behaviour with age and TABLE XVI pattern 

making with age. Data for TABLE XVI was drawn from frequency counts made 

from photographs. 
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TABLE XVI 

Pattern making and age 

Age 
Geometric 2 eictorial Non-eat tern N % eattern 
or eattern making making making 

5 year olds 47 113 160 29.3% 

8 year olds 28 132 160 17.5% 

10 year olds 4 156 160 2.5% 

12 year olds 9 151 160 5.6% 

From this data it may be seen that pattern making occurs more f requently 

in fi ve year olds than in eight , ten or twelve year olds . The null 

hypothesis is not supported . No significance tests were made since the 

data is based to some extent on subjective judgment . 

Sorting behaviour was computer coded as "true" groups , pairing , chaining , 

syncretic heaps , fantasy and building ar r angements. See figs. 19 to 22 

for pictorial examples~ also figs . 13, 15-16. 

5 year 
olds 

8 year 
olds 

10 year 
olds 

12 year 
olds 

TABLE XVII 

Sorting behaviour and age 

Fantasy Stimulus True Syncretic 
Materia l Pairing Chaining --- Building Significance 
---- Groues ---- ---~~ Heaes & Other 

Blocks 

Arrays 

Blocks 

Arrays 

Blocks 

Arrays 

Blocks 

Arrays 

43 

24 

68 

58 

76 

69 

77 

73 

20 

29 

8 

21 

4 

11 

1 

5 

9 

14 
1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

9 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-0 

7 

4 

3 

0 

0 

0 

2 

1 

5/8 year olds 
Blocks )0.001 
Arrays 0.001 

8/10 year olds 
Blocks NS 
Arrays NS 

10 /12 year olds 
Blocks NS 
Arrays NS 

All groups 
Blocks )0.001 
Arrays )0.001 
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The data for sorting shows very high significance beyond the 0.001 

level for all group comparisons. Further inspection of TABLE XVI I 

shows however that the differences are occurring between five year 

olds and other groups. There is a discontinuation in behaviour between 

five and eight years rather than the simple progression shown in much 

of the grouping . These finding s are in keeping with those of Inhelder & 

Piage t (1 964 ) who woul d interpret th em in terms of the child 's moving 

from figural or non-graphic collections to graphic collections in 

classification . 

It was furth er hypothes ized that there would be no significant difference 

betwe en boys and girls in the numbers of patterned and figural arrange

men ts . TABLE XVIII . 

The data produce d no significant differences between gro up s either on 

overall sorting behaviour or for immature sor ting behav iour of boys and 

girls with blocks or arrays. The nu ll hypothesis was thus supported. 

It was further hypothes ized tha t there wou ld be no significant difference 

between the numbers of patterns and figural arrangements produced regard

less of whether the subj ects were using attribute blocks or array materials . 

TABLE XVI II 

Sorting behaviour in boys and girl s 

Attribute Blocks Array Material s 

Ma le Female Ma le Female 

"True" 
130 134 114 110 

Groups 

Pairing 20 13 32 34 

Chaining 6 4 9 7 

Syncretic 0 
Heaps 

1 3 6 

Fantasy , 
building, 4 8 2 3 
other 

Total 160 160 160 160 

Significance: 0.3696 NS 4 degrees of freedom. 0.8120 NS 
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TABLE XIX 

Stimulus materials and pattern making 

Geome trici 12ictorial Non-pattern making 
Age pattern making and Total 

arrangement s 
fantasy 

5 year Blocks 37 43 80 
olds Arrays 10 70 80 

8 year Blocks 26 54 80 
olds Arrays 2 78 80 

10 year Blocks 2 78 80 
olds Arrays 2 78 80 

12 year Blocks 7 73 80 
olds Array s 2 78 80 

TABLE XIX shows a decrease with age in geometric, pictorial , pattern 

making and fantasy arrangements. However, where pattern making occurs 

it does so main ly with attribute blocks . The null hypothesis was no t 

confirmed. Seventy-two instances of pattern making occurred with 

at tri bute blocks as compared to sixteen instances with array material s. 

6 . Verbal explanation related to sex and age of subjects 

Sex and age differences were investigated in terms of the subject's 

ab ility to exp lain the basis for his or her groupings . Children 's verbal 

responses were recorded, and their explanations noted. TABLE VIIIa 

shows 39% of unexplained groupings for five year olds as opposed to 15% 

for eight year olds, 7% for ten year olds, and surprisingly , 2% for 

twelve year olds. Highly significant differences were found between 

each age group (TABLE VIIIb). Descriptive responses occurred in 89 

five year olds and 131 eight year olds (p = 0.001) and thereafter, 

results were not significant. Data analysis also showed that five and 

eight year olds gave more perceptible (relating to colour, size, shape) 

responses, and ten and twelve year old children more functional responses 

(relating to use and material). TABLE VIII and XIII. No significant 
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differences were recorded for sex, which would seem to indicate that 

age rather than sex may be operating in children's ability to explain 

and describe their groupings. 

It is interesting to note that whil e five year old girls appeared to 

be a little more fluent than boys, the difference was not great and the 

data was not cod ed. Nor did there appear to be notable distinctions 

be tween Maor i and Pakeha children t ested, but the former constituted 

too small a group from which to draw valid conclusions. It was observed 

tha t on ly one child in the 320 failed to verbali ze at al l, and of the 

29 ,~o had difficulty in explaining, t en were new entrants , and 17 o f 

this group showed i mma ture sorting behaviour with chaining response or 

pairing with shifting logic. Seven of the remaining 12 were either 

extr eme ly shy or were j udged by their teachers to have emotional problems. 

An additional four children were t es ted for interest. These were special 

class or retarded children. Their da ta was no t record e d bec ause they 

were six years old. These c· 1ildren showed some i mmaturity in their 

grouping, but they were able to explain what they had done. 

It was further hypothesi ze d that eight, ten and twelve year old boys 

an d girls would show no difference in stating the basis of their grouping . 

This hypo thesis was supported since a ll of these children were able to 

explain the basis for their groupings . 

A number of f ac t ors appeared to be operating to affect the verba l flu ency 

of some subjects. A young child may have difficulty understanding 

j nstructions. Within the present study, test instructions call for an 

understanding of such terms as "group", "sort", and "go together" . The 

child may appe ar to understand in order to please the experimenter or 

he may fear giving a "wrong answer". He may acquiesce through lack of 

concern or interest, or he may not remember. One cannot be sure that 

when a child is asked to explain the basis for his groupings, that he 

perceives the required comparisons. Familiarity with the classroom 

situation would appear to be important. Children from the new entrants' 

class generally were more shy and ill at ease and took longer to complete 
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the tasks. Personality would seem to be important for some children 

are more confident and talk more easily than others . These are some 

of the factors which may operate to affec t verbal responses of children 

in exp l aining their grouping behaviour. 

It was evident from observations of attribute block sorting that some 

chi ldren coul d group consistently according to logical criteria, and 

yet be unable to explain what th e:y had done . This finding agrees with 

tha t of Mary Nixon (1971). Language a t this stage may be a necessary 

but not sufficient condition for developing classification skills which 

in the five year old at least, are still strongly perceptually based . 

Five year olds general ly placed the two animals together, named them 

a s "crocodile" and "kangaroo", or calle d them "anima ls". Eight year 

olds generally n amed the pai r " anima ls"; many eight year olds and 

mos t ten year olds included the man with the two anima ls and referred 

to the grou p a s "living things". Similarly the "boa t", "bus" and "bike" 

of the five year old became "things you can ride on" for the eigh t year 

olds an d "modes of transport" for ten and twelve year olds. Many five 

year olds had difficulty ve rbalizing the distinction between size and 

shape . " Long" could mean "long" or "big". Their perception appe ~'-red 

to be ahead of their verbal abi lity for it was usually clear from 

their sorting, which was intended . 

The array material s contained a number of circular obj ects which included 

a spherical bead, several disc-shaped objects and a number of cylindric a l 

objects. Five year olds referred to them a ll as "round" or "a circle" 

and did not distinguish beyond this. Eight year olds might separate 

discs and bead out, call them "rounds" or "circles", and then include 

the odd cylinder shapes amongst them. By age ten, children appeared 

to be more conscious of the disc-cylinder distinction and more selective 

of these objects; but they still did not sort them perfectly into 

these categories and they did not verbalize the distinction even when 

observed to be perceptually aware from their sorting behaviour. Twelve 

year olds were similar to ten year olds in their sorting of these objects 

but a few referred to the bead as a "sphere" and placed it with the 

spherical diamante ring. Two of the twelve year olds who chose shape 
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sorting separated out and named the cylindrical objects as "cylinders". 

The hexagonal attribute blocks showed a similar progression in verbalization . 

Five and eight year olds either did not name it, or asked what it was 

called and then named it. By ten, a few children could name the hexagon. 

A number were concerned that they didn't know its name and tried 

" octagon". One boy tried "octagon", felt this was wrong and then smi l e d 

a s he succeeded in naming "a stop sign"! Ten year olds from one class r oom 

seeme d all to know the hexagon and proceeded to name it, it appeared that 

they had discussed the shape that morning. The afternoon children from 

that class had mostly forgotten the name of the hexagon. VirtuaJly a ll 

twelve year olds named the hexagon correctly and with confidence. 

Rectang le square and circle were named correctly by some five year olds 

and mos t eight year olds. A few five year olds did not distinguish 

square and rectang le in their sorting . Some distinguished the two shapes 

once they began sorting and l a ter verbalized them as " square s" and "long 

ones". Ten and twelve year olds showed an increase in weigh t and textu r e 

criteria and also in use and ma terial (wha t objects are made of) categories. 

The ir l anguage reflected their functional superordinate groupings which 

general ly contained more objects per group . Children now described groups 

a s "all plastic", "all me t al", "to use about tl-ehouse", "useles s", 

"oddments", and "things yo u can see in the dark" . 

Children's l anguage shows a development with age both qualitatively ~nd 

quantitatively . Language development appears to parallel grouping 

behaviour which shows a progression in growing comp l exity both in the 

numbers of variables involved and kinds of groups formed. Verbalization 

appeared to lag behind grouping behaviour in some children which may 

relate to such factors as perceptual mode and intelligence. Overall 

the primary school children showed increasing complexity and abstraction 

in their language development with age. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present study sough t to investiga te some aspects of classification 

which migh t demonstrate developmental tr ends in children's thinking . 

The resu lts of the invest i gation suppor t the general thes is that there 

is a relationsh ip between age o f subj ec ts and maturing classificatory 

abilities . 

1. Data from the S.P.s.s. analysis showed no statistically sign i ficant 

effects for any of the indep enden t var i ables invest i gated with the 

exception of ~ ~ (TABLE IX , P. 44). Thus sex, f ami ly si ze, pos i tion 

in the family , schoo l, pre- schoo l attendance and parental occupation 

did no t produce significant effects with any of the dependen t vari abl es. 

Age-related differences have been reported in detai l page s 36 - 58 

and age di fference s are a l so referre d t o i n the following sec tions 

of this discussion . One finding of interest wh ich emerged f r om 

the data was the amo unt of variability within age cohorts . Five 

year olds par ticular ly, produced a range of sorting behaviour 

from immature syncre tic heaps with illogical sorting to complex 

sor ting which showed an apparen t ab ility to dea l with a numbe r 

of vari able s a t once . Figures 15a and 17a (lower ) are photographs of 

arrangements whi ch were produced by five year olds. Eight y ear olds 

a l s o showe d considerab l e variation in grouping behaviour, but ten year 

olds tended t o produce stab l e , logica l groupings and the range in 

thei r behaviour was not as marke d. Twelve year olds again showe d a 

grea t variation in their group ing behaviour . 

Throughout the work a pattern seemed to emerge showing increasingly 

logical sorting, a decreasing number of pattern, figural and 

fantasy arrangements, and a decrease in unexplained groupings ; 

then suddenly with some of those older children, a "breaking of 

the pattern" appears (one would expect no "unexplained responses" 

and fewer illogical immature sortings in twelve year olds -
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TABLE VIIIa and XIV). By ten , children seemed t o have lost the 

tendency t o building and fantasy arrangements, so why did they 

reappear in odd twe lve year olds? One mi gh t dismiss the reappear

ance as a statistical oddity were it no t for the fact that a 

number of adults showed similar groupings . The twenty adults te s ted 

were professiona l men or women and students . Two of th ese adu lt 

subj ect s produced illogical sorting and one of th es e was unable to 

explain what he had done (Fi gure 14b upper photograph ). other 

adul t subj ect produced a fantasy building arrangement wh ich she 

described as "a garden with stepp ing stones ". Pattern making 

appeared strongly in the two problem so l ver s who se t themselves 

problems involving al l attributes in radiating circles (Figure s 

17a and 1 / b upper photographs ). Similar figural problem so lving 

occurred with two of the five year old children and in two of the 

twelve year olds , it did not occur a t al l among the 160 eigh t and 

ten year olds . The apparent uniformity of mos t eigh t and ten 

year old groupings may be re lated to the "concrete" and " f actual " 

t hinking s o widely reported in children of these ages . (Vygots ky , 

(1 966 ), Brune r et al (19 66 ), Inhelder & Piage t (1964) and others. ) 

Free sorting tes ts of this nature provide opportuniti e s for 

intellectual proj ection and one migh t hypothesize that the mor e 

perceptually based five year old is not yet tied to l ogica l 

sorting , while the older subject who has reached the stage of 

forma l ope •: ational thinking , has achieved the ability to see beyond 

the i mmediate confines of the material, so that in a different 

sense his thinking is fluid . The apparently illogical sorting o f 

some older subjects remains unexplained. 

Differences in grouping strategies a lso appear to be age-related. 

The five year olds tended to form groups which were perceptually 

based, often as things took their fancy in a planless way. An 

object would be picked up and a second put down to go with it. 

" The kangaroo goes with the crocodile 'cos they're animals" or, 

"The candle goes with the balloon because they' re for birthdays", and 

so on. These five year olds did not generally change groups once they 
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had formed them, and most were rigid in their classification and 

unable to add to it once they had completed a group; thus there 

might be a number of groups called "metals". Many instances of 

singles sorting occurred with both blocks and arrays and the 

chi ld tended to name each item. Many unexplained group s occurred. 

Some eight year olds seemed to decide on a grouping strategy and 

to sort consistently towar ds it, but most eight year olds were 

still largely unable to alter groups once they were formed. 

Pairing and singles sorting with unexplained grouping st ill 

occurred , but these were less eviden t than in the five year old 

group . 

The presence of a definite grouping strategy showed itself in the 

sorting of many t en year olds . The child , having briefly surveyed 

;_J1 e objects , wo uld start to classify them in a planful way . With 

attribute blocks the intention of the child was us ually clear to 

the tester before he explained the groups. Some children woul d 

;=mno unce, "I'm going to sort these by size and thick/thin", and 

then proceeded to do so. The group s formed by ten year olds were 

ger,erally larger with fewer obj ects in each , and the child was 

readily able to "about face", and alter group s to fit chosen 

criteria. Thus two groups of meta l objects migh t appear at 

different stages in the sorting and later be coalesced. Grouping 

was now generally explained and logical, but some pairing was 

still present in the grouping of ten year olds. The placing of 

objects as singles had disappeared except for a very few "unexplained" 

responses at the conclusion of array sorting. 

Both t en and twelve year olds were faster at completing the tests 

and most appeared to be operating on a grouping strategy, however 

the extent of this was difficult to determine in the case of arrays 

if children did not explain groups as they did them. In twelve 

year olds, singles groupings had disappeared (except for one 

instance) and only 2% of twelve year olds gave unexplained responses. 

(Tables VII and VIIIa.) 
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2. It is surprising that significant differences were not reported 

for sex and any of the dep endent variables. One mi gh t have 

expected sex differences in inclusive discrimination ( equiva lence 

range ) since thes e were r eported in the research literature . The 

find ings in the present study were howeve r ambi guous. Sex differ 

ences in groupings and choice of criteria were no t revealed 

e ither. Difference s between boys and gir ls were sough t in terms 

of log i c and sorting behaviour, bu t again signific an t differences 

were not reported. 

3. This study examined criteria used a s a basis for grouping. Five 

year olds showed a preference for shape and colour, while twe lve 

year olds preferre d mater ial a s a single a ttribu te for grouping . 

Shape rema ined an i mportant criter ial choice for all groups, with 

blocks, but for arrays it bec ame l es s i mportant . Use and ma teria l 

categories increased with eight, ten and twelve year olds . With 

increasing age , weigh t and texture became a criterial choice for 

arrays , and more soph istica t e d grouping criteria were used. Five 

and e i ght year olds tended simply to name items and many five 

year olds simply r epeated a single criterion such a s "big" or 

" round " f or a ll the ir groups. Ten and twelve year old s used 

a wi de r s election in their choice of criter ia with increasingly 

abstract categorie s (s ee grouping changes P. 64 ). Differences 

between groups were very high ly significant (Tab le XIb). 

It was hypothesized tha t five year olds wou ld grou p objects more 

frequently on the basis of response s which could be classified as 

affective and perceptible (colour, size, shape etc.), and that 

eight, ten and twelve year olds would group more frequently by 

functional criteria. The hypothesis was supported with arrays 

since more five year olds gave perceptible responses and there 

was a decrease in perceptible responses from eight, ten and 

twelve year olds (Table VIIIa and Table XIII P.41 and 47 ). 

Very highly significant differences were recorded between groups 

(Table VIIIb). The hypothesis is supported for functional criteria, 
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with an increase in the functionally bas ed use category in eight, 

t en and twelve year olds. These results show a definite shift 

f rom concentration on s urface per c eptible prope rties ("re d", 

" round", "long"), cho sen by five and eight year olds to the 

more embracing functi onally based categori e s ("modes of transport", 

"va lu able" , "man-made"), used by ten and t we lve year olds, which 

l ends support to Bruner 's conten tion that more effici en t group ing 

is now possib le. ( See grouping changes P. 64 ) 

4. It was observed tha t different criteria were used to group diffei~en t 

stimulus material . TI1us while there was some overlap in criteria , 

children tende d to use criteria such a s size , shape or colour fo r 

attribute blocks, and criteria such as use or ma terial formed 

the basi s fo r separating array mater ials . These differences 

emer ged both wh en the s ame chi ld's sorting was compared , and a lso 

when groups of children were examined for differ ences in sorting 

the stimu lus and array ma t er ials. Th is data provides suppor t 

for the hypothes is suggesting di fference s in criterial groupings 

in stimulus ma t er ials . The different s timu lus ma t er i a ls 

provide d the bas is for a variety of different observations through

out the study . Array materials were be tter than attribute b locks 

in producing exampl es of unExpl a i ned groupings and for showing 

increasing abstraction in grouping criteri a, and they provide d 

a greater variety of sorting . Attribute blocks were better fo r 

showi ng spatia l configurations, contiguity and patterning . 

The potency of stimulus material is seen as affecting pattern 

making (Table XIX P. 55 ). Five year olds produced thirty-seven 

geometric pictorial and fantasy arrangements with attribute blocks, 

and ten with arrays, eight year olds twenty-six and two,ten year olds 

two and t wo and twelve year olds seven and two. Seventy-two 

instances of such arrangements occurred with attribute 

blocks, as compared with sixteen with array materials. 

5. The kinds of grouping produced were of interest. 26% of five year 

olds produced groups as singles arrangements, placed groups 

in unexplained piles , or produced fantasy arrangements. 
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Only 2½% of eight year olds sorted materials in these ways, and with 

older children the phenomenon tended to disappear . A common form of 

grouping observed in five year olds was a "pairing" response where the 

child places an object and then matches a second similar object beside 

it to form a group i.e. Two thick triangles , two animals , both round, 

both steel and s o on . Pairing appeared in the sorting of 31% of five 

year olds, 9% of ten and 4% of twelve year olds . "True " grouping by 

explained logical criteria was found in 42% of five year olds, 79% of 

eigh t year olds, 90% of ten year olds and 95% of twelve year olds . 

These r esults wer e highly significant ((0. 001 ). 

Five year olds tend to form more groups with fewe r objects in each, 

while eight , ten and twelve year olds t ended to form increasingly 

fewer groups , each with more obj ects. Typical grouping migh t appear 

a s follows : 

AGE 

5 year olds 

8 year olds 

10 year olds 

12 year olds 

GROUPING CHANGES 

OBJECTS 

crocodile , kangaroo 

EXPLANATION 

"Kangaroo" and "crocodi le" 

or 

"°Cos they ' re animals ". 

crocodile , kangaroo "Both - alive - animals ". 

crocodile, kangaroo, man "All living things". 

crocodile, kangaroo , man , "All can move". 
bus , boat, bike 
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Five year olds tended simply to name items. With increasing 

age more abstract categories were used . Superordinate grouping 

appeared in the class ification of twelve y ear olds, supporting 

Vygotsky 's thesis in this . As Bruner e t a l (19 66 ) suggest , 

there is a shift from concentration on surface perceptible 

attributes to the more embracing functional properties with 

increasingly compreh ensive grouping until finally inclusive 

classes are forme d which require the ability to abst.cac t super

ordinate concepts. Increasingly efficien t grouping strategies 

appear with less rigidity in sorting behaviour. 

6 . Pattern making appears to be linked with grouping and sorting 

behaviour in younger children. Pattern making appeared a s 

geometric , pictorial or fantasy arrangements wh ich are produced 

by 29% of f i ve year olds, 18% of eigh t year olds , 2.5% of ten and 

5.6% of t we lve year olds. Linear arrangement s of groups is related 

to pattern making and linearity app ear s in s ome children of al l 

age gro ups. Stimulus rr.a terials app ear to have influenced pattern 

making strongly since it appears much more frequently with 

attribute block a rrangements . 

7. Inclusive discrimination was pres ently described as the observe d 

tendency to form few or many group s on these sorting tests. 

Wallach & Kogan (1 965 ) suggest tha t the related equival ence range 

and c a t egory width dimens ions may be linke d with cognitive sty le 

and may show significant sex differences. It was thought that the 

present test for inclusive discriminators might show possible 

relationships with wide categorizers, and that more boys than girls 

might show inclusive discrimination by forming few groups with 

the stimulus material . Computer analysi s showed no significant 

differences between the sexes in forming few or many groups, and 

it is the only dependent variable scanned which showed no significance 

with age. Of the 320 children tested 62 demonstrated inclusive 

discrimination. (Tables Xa and Xb). Ten of these children showed 

inclusive discrimination for both blocks and arrays, seven males 

and three females. (Table Xe.) This more stringent test constraint 
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·seems to indicate more boys than girls as inclusive discriminators . 

The numbers of ma le and female inclusive discriminators identified 

h ere ar e too smal l to permit genera lizations from them, the trend 

however, shoul d be noted . Possible links with personality variables 

have been suggested for category width . Personality factors may 

also apply to the inclusive-specifi_c di scrimination dimens ion. 

The relationship was no t established with indepen dent var iabl e s in 

the present study , but the numbers of inclusive discrimina to r s 

identified were f ew , and the indep endent variables did not discriminate 

pe r sonality in this ins tance. Further investigations migh t seek 

possible links between sex, personality and perceptual factors ~vhich 

may influ ence inclusive di scriminat ion. 

Language responses were recorded during the study . Inh e lder & Piaget 

(1964) have pointed out that the child ' s use of such phrases a s 

" Dogs are animals ", or " Some of these are red", may be gross ly mis

l eading a s a guide to his classifying . Love ll (1955) Bruner e t al 

(1 966 ), Nixon (1971), and many others have suggested that class 

concepts are l e ss dependen t on verbali zation in the ir formation 

than are some othe r concepts . The child's ear ly classificatory 

behaviour would seem to be strongly based on perception and action 

upon mater i a ls may indeed be more crucial in the developmen t of 

cl ass ification concepts than l angu age. Lan guage at this stage is 

a necessary but not suffici ent cond ition for developing class ificatory 

ski lls. It was evid ent from observations of children 's block sort

ing that some children could group consistently acco rding to logica l 

criteria and yet be unable to explain what they had done . Thi s 

finding agrees with that of Mary Nixon (1971) . Nevertheless it is 

considered that a child's ability or inability to explain what he 

has done may provide some clues to his grouping behaviour . The 

results showed 39% of unexplained groupings for five year olds as 

opposed to 15% for eight year olds , and 7% for ten year olds with 

2% of unexplained groups for twelve year olds . Highly significant 

results were obtained for comparisons between each age group and 

the numbers of unexplained grouping results. (Table VIIIb) . 
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No significance was shown between the sexes . These resu lts 

indicate that age rather than sex is operating in children 's 

ability to explain and describe their groups . Perceptible and 

functional categor ies have a lready been discussed under group ing 

criteria , Language res ponses were recorded but not quantifie d 

in the present study , bu t it was clear thattrends followed those 

described by Olver in Bruner e t a l (1966) for syntactica l and 

semant ic groupings. Comp l exive l anguage was assoc iate d with 

perceptible attributes . Comp l exive thinking was mos t obviou s i n 

those f ive and eigh t year olds who formed a l arge number of singles 

groups with arrays. Having agreed tha t each grou p was discrete , 

the child wou ld often link each obj ec t into a comp l exive l anguage 

sta t emen t, i. e . "Th e bead is round an d so is the whee l an d this 

top has a round end ... ", and so on , Th ema tic statements were 

rare but they occurred occasional ly associated with fantasy and 

bui ld ing arrangements . " The an imals are in a paddock and 

that over there is the dairy so they can ge t something to eat", 

(See Fi gu re 16b, top photograph .) Superordinate langu age group s 

were a lso found to be linked with functiona l criteria in the 

present study , thus "whee l obj ects" for bike an d bus an d wheel , 

or "valuable" for the ring , scissors and penny , an d so on . 

It seems mos t likely that language plays a key part in the higher 

classificatory operations of hierarchical ordering . This investig

ation did not seek to establish the presence of formal operationa l 

thinking in those twe l ve y ear olds tested, Piaget points to the 

attainmen t of true logical thinking at ear ly adolescence from 

eleven years onwards . Vygotsky on the other hand, suggests the 

gradual attainment of adult logical thinking (which he calls 

concept formation) during adol e scence, Vygotsky wri t es , " ••• the 

adolescent will form and use a concept quite correctly in a 

concrete situation, but will find it strangely difficult to express 

that conc ept in words, and the verbal definition will, in most 

cases, be much narrower than might have been expected from the way 

he used the concept". Vygotsky (1962) P, 79. In the pre sent study 

a wide variety of lang uage was recorded from twelve year olds - some 

showing complexes, but mostly providing examples of functional 

superordinate language structure. Language deve lopment showed a 

gradual tendency to abstraction in describing more logical groups . 
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9 . The present study inve stigate s the ability of children to 

sus tain lo gical grouping, and seeks suppor t for the underlying 

assumption that chronological age provides some measure of matur ity 

and experience in the children studied . Chronologica l age is a 

quantitative descriptive control variable unable to accoun t for 

variations within age groups. A sample size of eighty in each 

grou p should here provide sufficient data for repor ting age 

related trends . 

It was hypothesized tha t five year o lds would typically tend to 

form groups which l ack logical criteria as the ir basis , The data 

showe d that 29% of five year o l ds showe d shifting l ogi c in their 

grouping , as opposed to 7\% of e i gh t year o lds and 4% of ten and 

2\% of twelve year olds . 

The group ing of fi ve year olds ranged from syncreti c heaps and 

sing l e s arrangemen ts through pairing with partial l ogi c and 

grouping with shifting logic to pairing with l ogical criteria , to 

tota lly logical grou pings with somewhat fewer group s formed , 

Ei gh t year olds were l ess prone to shifting l ogic in their group-

ing and l es s pa iring occurr ed. In ten year old subjects illogical 

sort ing occurred in on ly two instances of 160 tests , Pl ac ing 

ob j ects singly had disappeared except for a few "unexplained 

responses '' at the conclusion of array sorting . Fantasy and figural 

arrangement s did not occ ur i n the sorting of ten year olds who 

were firmly anchored in the concrete and factual wo rld of grou ping . 

Attribute blocks were sorted by logical criteria and consistently 

logical grouping performed , Twelve year olds produced no singles 

arrangements and their sorting was logical with more objects per 

group for arrays. Pairing had almost disappeared (2%) but some 

three instances of fantasy arrangements and fourteen of unexplained 

groupings occurred , In general the children showed a progression 

from grouping by a single attribute, to the use of several attributes 

and the formation of inclusive class grouping. 
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Inhelder & Piaget (19 64 ) describe three rough stages in the 

development of classificatory operations. The child's first 

grouping (2\ - 5 years), produces graphic co llections which 

result from a planless step by step process in which sorting 

criteria are constan t ly shifting . Some grouping may be formed 

on similari ty of attribute but the arrangements are fr agi le and 

unstable, and the cl a sses are not sus taine d. The child c anno t 

differentiate and h ence c anno t coordinate class comprehension . 

The pr eopera tiona l child can " see " simi l arities but c anno t 

distinguish logical from infralogical opera tions at this stage . 

(ri1av e ll ( 1963)). 

Some sorting of five year olds r esembl e d the fi gural colle ction 

sorting described by Piage t (Fi gur e s 19a, 19b , 20 , 21, 22 and 

Fi gures 16a and 16b). Most of these sorting s more c l ose ly r esemble 

the "cha i n complexes" described by Vy gots ky , "Which f orm a 

dyn amic c onsecutive j oining of individual links into a s ing le 

chain with meaning carried over from one link to the next". P. 64 . 

The child is perceptual ly tied and become s distr acted by the 

app ear ance of his obj ects (Bruner's Ikonic Representation also 

de scribe s this ph as e) . Criteria are const antly shifting and a 

single trait is not extr acted f r om the n ext by the child at this 

stage . A very f ew conglomerate h eaps app eared in the sorting of 

five y ear o lds which were not expl a ine d, and which r esembl e d 

Vy gotsky ' s earli est grouping form the sync re tic heap (Fi gure 22) . 

Piaget describes graphic collections a s giving way to non-graphi c 

collections somewhere between five and a h a lf and seven or eight 

years*. The child forms group s on the basis of similarity of attribute 

and may form subordinate groups, but he still cannot gras p the class 

,~Footnote 

Some of the fi gural arrangements and patterns produce d by the five 
year old children might be described by Pi age t as " graphic collections". 
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inclusion relation which is basic t o true classification. The 

operational structures necessary to so lve problems of hi erarchical 

class ification do not develop much before twe lve. 

In the present study group ing showed a simi l a r progression in 

the developmenta l sequence , but the observations were not rela ted 

directly to the Piagetian mode l. Some except ional children 

appeare d ab le to perform class inclusion tasks ear lier than woul d 

be expected , but further testing wou ld be necessary to ascertain 

that this was so . 

The pairing response referre d to in this investigation is implied 

(but not described ) in the work of Piaget & Bruner but is no t 

ful l y described by either . I n the present study pairing occur s 

as equivalence sorting with ma tching simi l ar objects " two toys ", 

" two bricks ", " two circles ", and it occurs as grouping by contras t 

" a fat and a skinny one go together ". It also appears as one t o 

one correspondence , "Th e hat (toothpaste top ) goe s on the man", 

"The flag goes on the boa t", "The peg goes with the cloth ", and 

so on . Criteria for pairing uses both perceptible and functiona l 

attr ibutes. This kind of group ing was obvious l y age-re l ated 

(Table Va) being common amongst five year olds but still presen t 

in the grouping of some ten year olds . This pairing response was 

so marked in the sorting observed in the presen t study tha t it 

woul d appear to warrant further investigation . Does pairing occur 

in the sorting of two - four year olds? What perceptua l factors 

are operating i n pairing? Is such grouping affected by test 

ins tructions? Is pairing a universa l phenomenon in the grouping 

of young children or is it perhaps affected by the educational 

curriculum? 

10. Children's classificatory behaviour is demonstrated by an 

increasing complexity of groups forme d . Individual differences 

assert themselves in terms of the numbers of groups formed and 

the types of arrangements produced. Contributory factors were 
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sough t in terms of s ex , number and position in the family , 

parent occupation, and educ a tional background of the ch ild. None 

of these variables showed as significant with any of the dependent 

variab l es . (Tab le I X.) It is su ggested th a t the vari ables may 

require meas ures of a differen t nature . The present investigation 

observes s i mple s orting in grouping behaviour , and it doe s not 

di scrimin a te be t ween any of the ind e pend ent vari abl e s excep t fo r 

age , where developmen t a l s equences are demonstrated as difference s 

in numbers of groups f orme d, criteria us e d, and l ogi c in sorting 

behaviour . 

11. Educationa l back gro~nd was an a lysed in terms of parent occupa tion , 

schoo l and pre-schoo l attend ance . The s chools in this study we re 

chos en as be ing similar and r e presentative of the New Zeal and population. 

I t may be seen from Table IV P. 29 t ha t th e t hr ee primar y schools dr aw 

from a simil a r r ange of occupa tions , and th a t t he Interme diate Schoo l had 

a higher pro portion of professiona l par ents . While the s chools a ppe ar ed 

to be pr ov iding s i mil ar e ducationa l experi ence s for their pupils , the 

infant de parbnent a t k ~apuni Schoo l was using Invicta Attribute Blocks an d 

involving pupils in cl as sificatory exercises a s part of the math ematics pro

gramme . It was thou ght that this might contribute to differenc e s in s or t

ing behavi our in t er ms of fi ve year old s chool popul a tions . No s uch 

differenc e s occurred . 

Descriptive and infe r ential studi e s of this kind inevitably rai s e 

f urther questions about such determinants a s socio- economic c lass 

and personality which were not examin ed for their systematic 

effects , since one is not able to take accoun t of all possib l e variables . 

While age-related trends are reported , it is recognised tha t the 

samples are discrete and cross-sectional, and for stronger con

clusions to be drawn, a longitudinal study would be desirable . In 

some instances, inferences are drawn on the basis of quite small 

numbers. The small numbers in some cells limits the generali zations 
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which may be drawn fr om them . Nevertheless the consistency of 

the trend s notic ed with the populations studied add s to the 

conf idence of the r esults reported . 
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Commen ts : Ol des t o f three . 
as tower s , l arge be low small 
thin or thin thicks . Within 
Edge-matching . 

Parent occupation : 

Si de 2 

Name : 

ARRAY S 

Group Numbe r 

1 . Kangaroo and crocodi le 

2 . 2 l ego b l ocks and whee l 

3 . Boa t , bus , bike 

4 . Penny , disc , button , bead 

5 . 3 tops 

Number of Groups formed : 

Verba l descr iption 

"I pu t the fat ones on the skinny 
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7. 

"Plastic" 
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Mixe d criter i a . 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE LITERATURE OF CLASSIFICATION. PERCEPTION, STIMULUS-RESPONSE AND 

LEARNING THEORY. 

A number of studies relating to perception were revealed by the literature 

search. A comprehensive review of the literature relating to perception 

and concept formation is to be found in Gibson, Eleanor (1957), who 

provides a basic guide to this complex overlapping area of research which 

includes classification. Haber and Hershenson (1973), have reviewed 

the research on vision and perception and they also provide an account 

of the information processing aspects of perception and classification -

Haber (1964), Harris & Haber (1963), and Haber & Hershenson (1965). 

For Bruner, problem-solving is a model for perception, Bruner (1957). 

Perception for Bruner, involves the act of categorization. All per

ceptual experience is necessarily the end product of the categorization 

process. Perception has identity as a category, the most primitive of 

which are innate. In "A study of thinking', Bruner et al (1956), Bruner 

describes how an environmental stimulus (input) is immediately categorized 

in terms of existing critical attributes or cues, and selectively given 

identity, Bruner (1957). Inference is from cue to identity, Bruner et al 

(1959). Bruner considers all perceptual experience as the end product 

of a categorization process. "Viridical perception (the match between 

sense data and objects), depends upon the construction of category 

systems" Bruner and Brunswick (1957). In other papers Bruner also 

describes investigations concerned with categorization and concept form

ation, and equivalence formation. Bruner (1959) (1964) (1966), Bruner & 

Olver (1963), Bruner & Potter (1964). 

Other workers who have considered the development of concepts in relation 

to perception and categorization are Brian & Goodenough (1929), Wohlwill 

(1960), (1968), while the part played by stimulus information was investigated 

by Bourne & Parker (1964), Parker & Day (1971), and by Ginsberg, Rose (1969). 

In a recent book on perception and inference, Bryant (1974) takes an 

opposing view to those of Hemholtz, the Genevans, and the Gestalt schools 



of psychology. Bryant considers that a young child's perception, 

memory and categorization of individual objects will be heavily 

influenced by their relations to their surrounding frames of reference. 

Many of the classification tests used in concept formation and attain

ment, are allied to those used by the S - R psychologists and learning 

theorists. An attribute such as colour may be used as a sense datum 

in perception tests, an attribute in concept formation, a stimulus 

in S - R or learning theory, and a cue in information theory. The order 

and presentation of the cue differs according to the requirements of a 

particular piece of research, but it is often extremely difficult to 

determine the exact nature of some of the tests without actually reading 

each of the papers concerned. Cue perception and discrimination learning 

appear to show considerable overlap and some twenty-seven papers are 

listed within the area . Papers by Bower (1967), Haber (1966), and Haber 

(1970), being mainly concerned with perception, while at the other end 

of the scale are those written from the learning theory perspective by 

Dodwell (1961), Posner & Mitchell (1967), Posner & Taylor (1964), and 

Estes & Taylor (1966). 

One of the most powerful models for research in psychology has been 

provided by behaviourism in the stimulus-response paradigm. A survey 

of the articles on classification in this area provides us with work 

which falls into a number of categories - those relating to stimulus 

learning and discrimination, concept identification, paired associate 

learning, mediation responses, sequence and transfer learning, memory, 

and problem-solving and rule learning. 

Shepard & Chang (1963) did experiments in which discrimination learning 

was predicted for graded stimuli. Shepard and Chang used eight Musell 

colour chips, the stimulus material varied along two dimensions. The 

eight stimuli chips were divided into two subsets of four. Here classific

ation learning tasks required the subjects to discriminate between the 

two subsets. The generalization data were used to predict the difficulty 

of discrimination learning. The authors found that 78% error variance 



in classification learning could be accounted for by pairwise con

fusions among the stimuli, which fell into six groups. The six 

different kinds of classifications were not all equally difficult to 

learn. i.e. binary divisions with all red or yellow, were easier to 

learn than other classifications in which the values of two or three 

stimulus dimensions jointly determined the class membership of the 

item. Here the problem of differential coding destroyed the validity 

of the experiments, for at few points did the subjects match the pre

dictions of classification learning. The match between discrimination 

and generalization was destroyed, Kintsch (1970). In another series 

of experiments, Lappin (1967) studied the identification of complex 

visual displays, while Goldstein & Allen (1971) investigated the effect 

of irrelevant stimuli on learning complex visual displays. 

Concept identification is a particularly simple kind of discrimination 

learning. It would seem that paired-associate learning and concept 

identification are closely related. Reed (1946) compared the two in a 

series of experiments. His studies showed that despite their similarities 

there are important differences which are closely related to class. 

Suppes & Ginsberg (1962), (1963), described an experiment which, like 

Reed (1946), lies halfway between paired associate experiments and 

concept learning tasks. Suppes & Ginsberg (19 62), taught children the 

numbers 4 and 5 in binary notation by using three different stimulus 

displays for each number. In such an experiment Suppes & Ginsberg (1953), 

taught first grade children the concept of identity of sets. The stimuli 

in this study were sets of one two and three elements. These experiments 

suggest that paired associate learning and concept identification involve 

different problems. A single item pair must be taken as a unit of analysis 

in paired-associate learning, but a whole class of equivalent items is 

the appropriate unit for concept learning. 

Generalization and discrimination are also closely related. Generalization 

implies lack of discrimination and vice versa. Experiments in this area 

present problems both for the investigator, and in their interpretation. 

The way the subject perceives a stimulus was found to be an extremely 



important factor in such experiments. Wilkins & Epting (1971), 

Lappin (1967), and Goldstein and Allen (1971). Kintsch (1970), suggests 

that instructions and experimental payoffs may introduce response 

biases that play a significant role in determining experimental results. 

The Kendlers, have been particularly interested in studying mediational 

hypotheses by comparing reversal and non-reversal shifts. Kendler, H. 

(1964), Kendler H. & D'Amatio (1955), Kendler, H. & Kendler Tracy (1959), 

(1960), (1962), and Kendler Tracy (1961). The Kendlers hypothesized 

that a non-reversal shift should be easier to learn than a reversal 

shift, according to simple S - R theory. The mediation theory in contrast, 

suggests that a reversal shift would be easier to learn. 

In a typical reversal-shift study, subjects may be presented with a set 

of objects that vary along two dimensions, i.e. colour (red vs yellow) 

and size (large vs small). Symbolically, the four objects may be 

represented by R, Y (large red and large yellow) and r, y (small red 

and small yellow). During the initial learning period, subjects are 

reinforced for responding to either R or Y, the relevart:dimension being 

size. In a second discrimination task, subjects are reinforced for 

responding within the same dimension (size), but now tor and y. In a 

non-reversal shift experiment the initial task is the same, but the 

second discrimination task requires a change in dimension from size to 

colour, with Rand r being reinforced. 

The Kendlers found, as hypothesized, that college students learn 

reversal shifts more easily than non-reversal shifts, and that rats 

find non-reversal shifts easier to learn than reversal shifts. They 

interpret these findings to mean that rats - and very young children -

use simple associated techniques to learn concepts, whereas older 

persons use mediational responses. This conclusion has been challenged 

by Anderson and Ausubel (1965). 

A number of studies in the area of short-term memory were concerned with 

grouping objects or chunking. These studies were broadly concerned with 

\ 



investigating the amount of material recalled. Murdoch (1961), studies 

recall of word triplets, or of consonants (trigrams), in groups of three. 

Miller (1956), demonstrated that it was the number of units or "chunks" 

wh ich determines the rate of forgetting rather than the number of 

physical elements within an item, such as letters, or information units. 

Psychologists have long known that subjects group single letters, digits, 

nonsense syllables, or even words, into clusters which then act as units 

in memory. Chunking is the result of the subject's perceptual coding 

process. Units stored in short-term memory are the result of very super

ficial perceptual processing, while those of long-term memory are based 

on high-level analysis, which require time and effort, Klintsch (1970). 

The experimenter may influence coding by arranging stimuli in ways 

which favour the forming of particular chunking patterns. McLean & Gregg 

(1967), taught subjects random sequences of l etters presented in group s 

of 1, 3, 4, 6 or 8. They r eported that subjects use a chunk size which 

corresponds to the grouping used in the presentation of the learning 

material. Miller (1956), described a number of ways in which subjects 

learn complex coding systems such as morse codes. He showed also that 

the span of i rmnedia te memory is about seven, plus or minus two chunks, 

and is quite independent of the size of these chunks. Wundt (1905), 

also used a variety of simple stimuli - lines, digits, metronome 

beats etc., and found the span of immediate memory to be about six "simple 
• • II 1.mpress1.ons • 

In the mid-fifties a number of papers appeared which investigated cluster

ing, often in relation to associate learning Jenkins (1952), (1958), 

and recall Bousfield (1953), (1956). Bousfield's work was replicated 

by Rossi (1964). More recent work has been concerned with the parameters 

of clustering, including aspects such as organization and pattern analysis 

McQuitty (1971) and by Schultz & Di Vista (1972), and age Wachs & Green 

(1971). The idea of associative clustering was strongly opposed by 

Bruner & Olver (1963), who suggest that the subject selects only a fraction 

of the properties available for grouping, and thus achieves a reduction of 

load. The idea of grouping by similarity or contiguity in space and time 



is rejected by Bruner. Some evidence for grouping by contiguity has 

come from studies by Piaget & Inhelder, Barbel (1959), and Vygotsky 

(1962), and Denney & Ziobrowski (1972), in their developmental studies. 

It would seem that very young two to four year old children group this 

way. It seems likely that the problem is complex and strategies may 

vary with age, and perhaps also between individuals. 

Rule learning has been investigated by Bruner, Hunt and others. In 

its simplest form, instead of concepts being defined in terms of a 

single stimulus attribute, classifications in terms of two or more 

attributes are considered. The language used to describe such classific

ations emp loys logical relationships such as conjunction, disjunction, 

implication etc. Subjects learn to code stimulus items in terms of 

categories which are obtained by learning relevant stimulus attributes, 

and they then learn to associate these categories with the appropriate 

response classes. Bourne (1967) trained subjects to sort items into 

four classes on the basis of relevant stimulus dimensions. After three 

such sorting tasks subjects learned either a conjunctive, disjunctive 

or biconditional problem. The experiment demonstrated the efficiency 

of rule learning when the experimental group far outperformed the con

trol group. Hunt et al (1966) interpreted rule learning in terms of a 

binary (either/or) tree system, and claimed it as an efficient method 

for problem solving. Bruner et al (1956), also investigated strategies 

for problem solving and identified a number of different strategies 

employed by different subjects. Suppes (1966) and Dienes (1959), relate 

classification tasks, problem solving and concept development within the 

teaching area. While some approaches are more productive than others, 

they tend to depend on the particular problem solving situations. A 

more recent development within the field has been a blossoming of studies 

on multiple classification using matrices. Papers by Hamel & Van Der Veer 

(1972), Kofsky (1968), MacKay et al (1970), McQuitty (1970), and Parker 

et al (1971), have resulted in some interesting experimental analysis 

within the field. 
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IDET,I DEN T!TYIFA MSIZ,CHILDREN IN FAMIL YI FAMPOS,PUSITIO N IN FAMILY 
/ PRESC H,P~E SC HOO L ATTENDANCl l • cc , occuP ATIU N/ 
GRPNlll,NU UF GROUPS BLU CKS/CRI T11 , ~C OF CRITERIA BLOCKS / 
CRITl?,CRITlR IA USlD i3LOCKSICA1·1,CAT EGORlZ~R CLUCKS/ 
LOGIC1,L • G!C 8LOCKSIS•RT1,SORTING BLOCKS / 
CRIT1 3,CRITERIA ~LUCK ATTRIBUTES/ EKR1,SORTI NG ERROR 1 / 
GRPNO?, NG OF G~OUPS ARRAYICH1T21 , ~0 OF CR ITERIA ARRAYS / 
CRIT2 ~,CRITERIA US[D ~RRAYS IC AT?., CATEGURilER ARRAYS/ 
LOGIC?,L UGI C A~RAYSISORT2,S0RTING ARRAYS/ 
CRIT2 3,CRITERIA ARkAY ATTR~GUTLS/E~R2 ,S ORTING ERROR 2/ 
VARIA8L ES=SEXC1 , 2) / GRPN01C1,31) /CRIT 11Ct,4) /C RIT12 C1 ,1 1)/ 
CAT1C1,3)/LQGIC 1Cl , q )/S ORT1 Cl,~)ICKIT1JC!,13)/ERR1Cl,2)/ 
GRP N02(1,3U)/CkIT2~C1,4)/C~IT22C1,ll) / CAl2Cl,3)/LDGIC2Cl ,4)/ 
SORT2C 1,~)/C~IT2JC1,11)/ERR2Cl,~) / TABLES=Gt<PN• l ,C RIT11, CRIT12, 
CAT1 ,LOGIC1,SORT1,cRIT13,ERRl,GRPNLl2 ,C~ IT21,CRIT22,CAT2, LOGIC2, 
SORT2,C RIT 23,ER R2 HY SE~ 
1,3 

END O~- DATA INPU T, READ COUN; =3?.0 OATA ERRO>~ CO'.!, JT = o. 
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